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Gas leak source discovered at station
By Tern Martin
Editor
University officials say they have
finally identified the source of
gasoline which has leaked onto
university property for the past few
weeks.
"We finally found a positive connection between the leak and the
gas station." said Larry West brook.
the university's safety coordinator.
According to Westbrook, a leaking gas storage tank at College
Sunoco Station, located at the cor-

ner of Barnes Mill Road and Lancaster Avenue, was the source of the
gasoline.
The leak was first discovered
when Physical Plant workers smelled gasoline near the Martin Hall
Tennis Courts earlier this semester.
On Feb. 26, Physical Plant workers
dug a trench to collect the leaking
gasoline.
Since that time university officials, pipeline firms and the Richmond Fire Department had conducted numerous tests and checks

at the station to find the source of
the gasoline.
According to Herman Johnson,
owner of the station, the tests yielded confusing results.
Johnson said Spade Pipeline Company, a firm which originally tested
for leaks, said the tanks were in
good condition. When Custom
Coating Corporation of Cincinnati
came to fiberglass the tanks, their
workers said there was a leak in one
of the tanks.
He said now there is a dispute as

to whether the leak existed from the
start or whether workers could have
unknowingly punctured the tank.
Regardless of the cause of the
leak, Johnson said his station has
suffered because of it.
"It's coating me a lot of
business," he said. Johnson said his
station has been impaired for over
six weeks. He estimates he has lost
about $4,000 in business.
"We're back in operation now, but
we still have to clean up the mess,"
he said.

Westbrook said the university has
also had to bear costs associated
with the leak.
"There are costs associated with
it, mostly the cost of labor," he said
Westbrook added university officials would like to regain some of
their expenditures.
Johnson said university officials
had not approached him concerning
cleanup costs.
Tommy Congleton, owner of the
Congleton Sunoco Bulk Plant in
Madison County, was unavailable

for comment.
Chad Middleton. director of the
university's Physical Plant, said
there was not "a great deal" of cost
associated with the leak because the
station itself had funded much of
the work.
University attorney Giles Black
declined to comment on the
situation.
Westbrook said Physical Plant
workers will begin to fill in the
trench near the Martin courts in the
next couple of days.

Accusations
may prompt
second vote

Progress photo

Richmond patrolman investigate the scene of an accident where a Richmond man was killed.

Student charged with murder

By Darenda Dennis
Managing editor
Kenneth Cable, 21, a university
student, was formally charged with
murder and driving under the influence in a preliminary hearing
Tuesday in Madison District Court.
Cable, a police administration major and a resident of Commonwealth
Hall, has been charged with the
April 8 death of Steven R. Keber,
111 Dennis Street.
According to the accident report
filed by the Richmond Police
Department, Cable was driving a
1983 Ford Ranger on the Eastern
By-Pass and Boggs Lane at about
7 p.m. when he struck Keber who
was riding a bicycle.

According to the report, Keber
was thrown 170 feet from the point
of impact and was pronounced dead
at Pattie A. Clay Hospital around
8 p.m.
After Cable's arrest. District
Judge George Robbins, signed a
warrant to issue blood and urine
tests for alcohol and controlled
substances.
According to officials at the Kentucky State Police Crime Lab, the
test results have not been
completed.
In the affidavit sworn by Joel
Cunnigan, a Richmond patrolman.
Cable "appeared to be intoxicated"
and the officer "smelled sJoohoHc

beverages on Us (Cabls'e) breath."
Also in the affidavit. Bob Tudor,
another Richmond patrolman,
stated: "Cable appeared to intoxicated at the scene. Cable faded field
sobriety testa."
On April 9 a warrant was issued
to search Cable's track and the
following was found: a plastic bag
"containing possible marijuana
residue," two packs of 1.26 rolling
papers, one hair clip "with burn
marks near end, "56 empty beer bot
ties, 30 full beer bottles and one 760
milliUter bottle of 101 proof bourbon
"two-thirds consumed."
At press time, the date of Cable's
grand jury investigation had not
been set.

Cable was released Tuesday from
the Madison County Jail on a
960,000 property bond.
A murder conviction carries a
penalty of 20 years to life
imprisonment
Keber, 36, was employed by Kentucky Printing Co. for nearly six
years.

By Pam Logne
New. editor
Jim Acquaviva and Mickey Lacy,
the unsuccessful candidates for Student Senate's top offices, have formally filed a request with the Student Senate Elections Committee
asking for a a new election.
David Nuas and Trida Stewart
were elected to serve as next year's
president and vice president of the
university Student Association in
the April 7 election by a vote of 636
to 618.
In calling for a new election. Acquaviva and Lacy allege the candidates were in violation of several
election policies and procedures.
Robert McCool, chairman of the
senate Elections Committee, stated
in a letter to John Cutright, chief
justice of the Student Court, that he
felt he must request s review of the
executive election by the court.
McCool said the members of his
committee had observed a number
of violations of the election's regulations, which led them to conclude
the election was not conducted in a
manner which would allow the student body to make a reasonable
choice from among the candidates.
McCool also said he felt the election was conducted in s spirit of
"one-upmanship" by both parties.
Acquaviva ana Lacy are charging
Nusz and Stewart with several campaign violations, including campaigning too close to the polls, not
removing posters and other campaign materials before the deadline
and exceeding the limit in campaign
expenses.
Candidates are not allowed to
campaign within 26 feet of the polls
on election day and they are allow-

ed to spend $200 on their <•*ajpajna
All candidates are required to sub
mit a complete financial statement
within one week after the election.
The financial statement is sent to
the senate body for approval. If any
party is found to have exceeded the
$200 limit, impeachment proceedings could be initiated.
McCool said he and other
members of the Elections Committee had witnessed some of the alleged violations by Nusz and Stewart,
but also said they had witnessed
violations by Acquaviva and Lacy
McCool said cards printed a.
advertisements for the Pride party,
which was the name used by Acquaviva and Lacy, were attached to
the ballot boxes during the sbsence
of the election official who was
monitoring the boxes. They were
discovered upon her return.
McCool also said Acquaviva and
Lacy had failed to take down
posters from the walls of the
Wallace Building.
According to the rules and procedures for presidential and vice
presidential campaigns and elections prepared by the Student
(See ELECTION, Page A-8)
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He is survived by his wife, Nancy Kleman Keber.
Private graveside/Cervices for
Keber were held at the Richmond
Cemetery 3 p.m. Friday.
A memorial service followed the
service at the First United
Methodist Church.

Vandals cause $4,300 damage
By Amy Caucflll

Activities editor
The Henry G. Martin Laundromat, one of the two in Brockton
Family Housing, was forced to close
for four days last week after vandals
caused $800 in damages.
Pleas Park, equipment contractor
for the Laundromat, said glass on
the door of one dryer was shattered
and the electrical system on another
was burned out.
Park said he was forced to doss
the Laundromat, located on Van
Hoose Drive, in order to obtain
parts.
"There's no sense opening them
up when everything's been damaged," Park said.
Once the repairs were completed,
the Laundromat was reopened.

Wynn Walker, assistant director
of Public Safety, said an investigation is underway as to who committed the vandalism, but no witnesses
have been found yet so there are no
suspects.
Park said a ■imil»r incident occurred about six weeks ago in the other
Brockton Laundromat.
In that incident, someone broke
into the money drawers of two
dryers and destroyed the wiring on
another one.
Campus security caught and arrested James L. Reed, 26, of
Brockton. Park estimated the
damage to be about 13,600.
Reed was charged with two
counts of criminal attempt to wit
theft by unlawful taking and one
count of third-degree criminal
mischief.

The Laundromat was closed one
day for repairs and reopened the
following day.
Both laundromats are frequently vandalised. Park said.
"This goes on most every weak in
Brockton and Henry Martin," he
The Laundromats have always
been open during the times they
"No one baa ever broken in
It always happens when it's open,"
Park said
Rooms bousing the Laundromats
are owned by the university. Park
said be rente the space and uses his
"The vandals are wasting their
time because we take the money out

of those machines every day," be
said
Jack Hutchinaon, assistant director of Physical Plant and in charge
of the maintenance of rental property, said both Laundromats used to
be open 24 hours a day until vandalism caused them to dose at
night.
Hutchinaon said the vandals
usually vandalize the Laundromata
to get money from the machines.
He said there will probably never
be measures taken to make the
Laundromata more secure.
Park said it would be impossible
to protect the machines while the
Laundromat is open.
"To my knowledge, there's no
security system that works on individual machines," Park said.

Proflr

Sun soak

*' P***** cen-

Anne Polk, a graduate student from Paducah, caught some sun
before going to her afternoon class in the Combs Building. Polk
is studying for a teaching certificate in psychology.
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Senate needs
second vote
Questions.
The latest puzzle is last
week's Student Association
election in which David Nusz
and Tricia Stewart were elected
president and vice president.
Less than a week after the
election, however, questions
have begun to surface.
Some question campaigning
practices - proximity to the
polls, expenditures and other
issues.
These questions have not only been posed by the opposing
Pride Party of Jim Acquaviva
and Mickey Lacy, but by Senate
Elections Committee members
as well.
The committee has accused
both the winning and defeated
parties of violating election
rules.
Now,
these
concerned
students are waiting for Student
Court to rule as to the fairness
of the election.
The editorial staff of this
paper has made no secret of its
support for the Pride Party and
its disappointment with election
results.
It should come as no suprise,
then, when we too ask that these
questions should be answered as
soon as possible.
If the first election is determined to be unfair, another
must be held.

Regardless of whether or not
a second election would yield different results, the fact remains
that many students, both candidates and election officials,
question the validity of the first
election.
Questions abound
The source of the questions is
also important.
Sure, one could expect the losing party to tackle such issues
and make accusations, but the
fact remains that elections officials also have questions about
the fairness of the election.
The fact remains that people
other than the defeated candidates are showing concern
about the election and its
fairness.
We are also concerned.
If either or both parties
violated election standards, the
election is invalid.
Student Senate deserves
leaders who were elected fairly;
if that is not the case, repeat the
process.
For that reason, we urge
members of Student Court to
take a serious look at the issues
and accusations involved in the
recent election.
We, along with candidates
and election officials, eagerly
await the court's ruling on this
matter.

Vandals' acts
harm campus
University vandals have once
again made their mark on campus - this time in the Brockton
Laundromat.
It seems university students
would be able to control
themselves and this primitive
urge to destroy things that
don't belong to them.
Obviously, theft is usually the
motive; the money boxes are the
first things to go.
However, university administrators say the change is
collected each day and vandals
usually find the boxes are
empty.
Get the clue.
No money - so why break in?
It's crazy.
Vandals, you're wasting your
time.
It is a shame, however, that so
much damage was done recently that one laundry had to be
closed for repairs for four days.
This creates a major inconve-

nience for married couples living
in Brockton, all because of the
actions of vandals.
Coat is another factor. In an
incident four weeks ago $3,600
in damage was done by a campus vandal.
What good does the vandal
get out of this activity?
Obviously they're not getting
money out of it; is there some
thrill to vandalism that most of
us have never realized?
We doubt it.
To us vandalism is just
childish actions by immature
people.
Until some in this area grow
up, we will continue to see such
damage, not only in Brockton
Laundromats, but all over
campus.
Until they learn to act like
adults, others will have to continually deal with such issues.

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress encourages iu readers to write a
latter to the editor an any topic.
Letters submitted for publication should be addresssd to the
newepeoer end muet mtitftjn th*
author'a address and talaphona
Letteri muit include the
author's signature. Carbon
copies, photociopin and letters
with illegible aignatures will not
Ui

letters wiH not be

7Sw EmUera Pragmas routinely condenses letters before
not be
_ hi a letter.
TmmEmmUrm Progress uses Ra
own judgment to determine if a
latter is Modem or in poor taste
aad reserves the right to reject

Letters should be typed and
double spaced. They should also
be no longer than 260 words
(about one and one half pages.)
71* ejli— Progress also
gives readers an opportunity to
express more detailed opinions in
a column called "Your turn."
Theee columns should be in the
form of an editorial. Those in
UresUd in writing a' Your turn'
should contact the editor before
submitting an articU.
Letters should be mailed or
brought to The EmUrn Progress, 117 Donovan Annex,
Eastern Kentucky University,
40476.
The desrllne for submitting a
letter for a specific issue is noon
on Monday prior to Thursday's
publication
Letters will be used in accordance with available apace.

Wedding resembles soap opera
Many of my friends claim they
eventually want to write a book
about their life's experience, and of
course I always want to be different
I like to think of myself as unique.
So instead of a book, I want to
start my own soap opera
It seems something wild, certainly out of the ordinary, ia always happening to me. I can't do normal day
to day things without something
bizarre happening.
I can't even go do something as
simple as go to the grocery without
seeing someone streaking down the
road with purple balloons, robbing
a bank or someone riding a threeseater motorcycle wearing a gorilla
costume.
I always have some kind of a wild
story to tell. My life most of the

Darenda
Dennis
time resembles those crazy soaps
where out of the ordinary things
happen all the time.
Take for instance the point that
.Pam Logue brought up in her "My
Turn" column last week. Yee, it is
true, I have been engaged five
times. But this one is positively the
last one, you see I saved the best for
last.
It seems almost impossible to

think I accepted a proposal, broke
it off, accepted a proposal, broke it
off, accepted a proposal, broke it off.
accepted a proposal, broke it off and
finally accepted a proposal broadcast over the air waves of WKQQ-98
radio station
But hey, I'm maHna; it through
this last one fine; I've only got 29
days to break it off, and there's absolutely no chance of that
happening!
It'a twisted I know, but it gets
even more twisted as you read on.
The wedding is slated and set in
stone, or invitation, whichever you
prefer.
And my most recent former
fiancee u going to be the best man
at the wedding! He's Tommy's (my
future husband's) best friend And

Tommy teds me they've promised
each other since childhood to be
each other's best man!
I guess we were bound and determined to be in the same wedding
one way or another.
And my former roommate is going to be a hiidesiiiaid in the wedding. Granted, that doesn't sound
too weird, but here's the soapy part,
she dated Tommy (the groom) for a
year and a half!
Next scene: There's a waging war
going on between two of my
bridesmaids over who's going to be
my maid of honor.
Juicy part: Neither of the two
bridesmaids at each others' throats
will get itl

In other words
To the editor:
Team becomes casualty
I would like to share a story told
to me by Donald Combs, EKU
Athletic Director, in early March
1986 (Soon after the first attempt to
prune the fiscally burdensome EKU
swim team.)
The army massed at the top of the
hill outside of town. For days they
planned and prepared to destroy the
enemy and listened to their leader's
words of wisdom. Finally, they
donned their war gowns, painted
their faces and began to chant. Inside the town the people were
apathetic for at that particular moment they were fine and they felt no
need to worry about the future.
Finally the day came when the army charged into town. They came
in search of all those with green eyes
and they rounded them up and killed them. I did not care because I
had blue eyes. Things returned to
normal and I went about my
business hardly giving a thought to
my lost companions.
The next morning they descended again and this time they hflsaj
everyone with grey eyes Since I had
blue eyes and they were after those
with grey I obviously was not impassioned in my defense of the
town. Once again I noticed that the
army ramped outside the town
When the morning came the army
attacked for a fourth time This time
they came to kill the blue-eyed
residents. Immediately I began to
plan a defense for the town I sounded the alarm but it was in vain.
There was no one left to help me
fight. As an officer raised his gun to
my head I realized that I had blown
my only chance at survival by not
realizing that the killing of my
friends was a trend rather than
isolated incidents They got me too.

This story is dedicated in general
to all remaining varsity sports on
the EKU campus and in particular
to the memory of:
EKU Gymnastics Team - sadly
missed by a whole athletic family
and survived by numerous championships and
outstanding
performers.
EKU Rifle Team - killed in 1984
following a top five NCAA finish.
Participated in by a diverse group
of students, this sport was perhaps
the most successful in EKU history.
EKU Swim Teem - Shot in the
back March 1986. Recovered well
until administrative life support
system waa cut. (Actually died a few
weeks later during a making in the
Coatee Building, but due to its use
aa a political tool waa allowed to exist until March 1987.) Will be sadly
missed by many including the
writer.
Well, it appears that the political
volleyball match is over. But hey, it
was just the swim team! Ia that
really all it was? The current adminetration has made no secret that
ita plan ia to have football, basket
ball and the four other cheapest
sports. The cutting of the swim
team ia not now and it never was a
matter of economics. It was merely
an siprasslon of administrative
policy. Last year the administration
of this institution proclaimed that
they would support the swim team
for the "forssesble future." If their
foresight Lilies only into the next
year than my concern for the swim
team is trivial compared to my concern for the fact that these same
people are charged with planning
the future path of this school and
administering our 977 million
budget.
Bill Reddick
Captain. EKU Swim Team

Swim team for sale
Going out of business sale:
Fifty-one year old tradition, excellent condition; 36 swimmers,
even mix, half male and half female.
All shapes and sizes. Two slightly
used coaches; both have plenty of
miles left.
One six-lane natatorium with electronic timing system. Pool can be
converted to a spa for administrative use.
We also have assorted equipment:
numerous Idckboarda, pull buoys
and hand paddles. They can't be used for much except for a water
sport, but they do have some resale

value to another university which
beflevee In a well rounded athletic
program. And as a bonus we have
30 or so warm up suits that can be
used for other minor sports until
theirs go up on the auction block.
These items are priceless, but
they call all be yours for the low low
price of s dollar, or best offer. No
reasonable offer refused. Will part
out or sell as s whole. Trade of football helmet or basketball of equal
value considered. Must have quick
sale to meet next year's budget.
Dave Mt
(See LETTERS, Page A-3)
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In other words
(Continued from Page A-2)

to the negligence of some university employees.
The incident involved an illegally
parked EKU service vehicle and
obstruction of view due to steam
coming from a manhole on a very
windy day. Aa a result of these circumstances, I hit the vehicle. Major
damage was done to my car, and
very minor to Eastern's vehicle.
I am —»j at bow Eastern's administration has handled this problem. After many phone calls and
unretumed messages. I finally talked to someone about this incident.
He treated the situation very lightly, so I took the matter to Eastern's
insurance company. When I took
the matter to the insurance company, I was told that "This is

Actions disappoint senior
College is the time of your life.
You share experiences that are unforgettable and make many friends.
As a senior graduating this May, I
can honestly say that I am glad I
chose to attend this university. In
the past four years that I have been
here, I have generally felt that
Eastern's administration has done
a good job in handling the concerns
of the students. Unfortunately,
something has happened this
semester which has somewhat
altered my opinion.
A little over a month ago I was involved in a car accident here on campus. I feel that the accident was due

Eastern. The vehicle belongs to
Eastern, and they can park their
vehicles anywhere they please."
Isn't it funny how when we
students park on a yellow line we
get a ticket; sometimes we even get
towed away. la the university immune to obeying the laws?
I have had a very successful four
years here at Eastern. I would like
to think that after investing this
much of my time and money at the
university that I chose to attend,
that I would at least be given some
consideration and fair treatment.
Unfortunately, this has not been
the case. I guess that's what I get
for thinking.
Theresa J. Smith

Offices inconvenient
By Lisa Borders

Commentary

It la a known fact the university *s
administrative offices are dosed
during regular lunch hours. It is also
known, however, that this practice
causes major inconveniences for
university students.
For example, the cashier's window in the basement of the Powell
Building is only open on Monday
afternoons and all day on
Thursdays and Fridays. However,
they still close an hour for lunch on
trust two days; it would seem that
if it were only going to be open 2 and
one-half days a weak, it could at
least be open all day without any
breaks.
Similarly and more importantly,
the registration office closes its
doors at 11:30 s.m. and does good
to reopen them by 1 p.m. This seems
unfair to the students. What about

those student* who only have free
time during that period of the day?
Are they supposed to skip class
just so they can find time to
register? It would seem logical to let
half of the workers take half an hour
for lunch and then let the remaining
workers take their lunch break.
And what about the financial aid
office? They could take the same approach so there would be someone
there able to help the students at all
times. Many students depend on
financial aid to come to college. It
is hard ssjMWJw to understand the
process, but it's even worse when
you can't get the help you need
because everyone is gone to lunch.
If the workers couldn't take their

Classified
Pwr»on*l»

—

FOREIGN STUDENT: Get a job
before you graduate and stay In US,
under new law. Send $19.95 for this
step-by-step guide. Young & Co., PO
Box 241090. Memphis Tn.
38124-1090.

Lima Borders ia a aopbomon journalism major and a Progress staff
writar.

—

DIAL A BIBLE MOMENT - Bible
Messages change dally. Phone
624-2427

:• —

lunch breaks in shifts all the time,
they could at least do so during the
first and last few weeks of each
semester. Theae times prove
especially hectic for everyone;
students sometimes stand in line for
hours only to have the door abut in
their faces because it is lunch time.
This situation also causes problems for those students who have
work/study in these offices. For the
students who have over 10. hours of
work/study added to their days of
classes. It la vary difficult for them
to get all their hours in. Some
students don't even gat to put in all
their hours if they have a bust week.
If the offices would stay open during lunch hours, it would Barely
benefit all university stndents

Hiring mattresses and doormen. Apply in person after 4 p.m.. Brass A,
Richmond Rd, Lexington.

THRIFTY DUTCHMAN

NANNY POSITIONS. Care for
children In one of several East or
West Coast locations. Room, board,
$1204200 per week. Attend school
eves. One year commitment. Nonsmokers preferred. Call tor interview
LA PETTTE MERE 1-600421-1996.
FOR SALE: Whirlpool Washer/Dryer
$200 622-1082 Day, 623-7948
evenings.

MOTEL

24 HOUR TANNING CENTER
623-8813
4 BEDS

F
SLA

APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE
24 HOURS A DAY
SAME DAY APPOINTMENTS

We Are A Cake And Pie Shop, Too

Our talented decorator ia back! Share your ideaa with her to create your own cake. We offer yon
a layer of Sara Lee cake fas white or chocolate with a layer of Paskin-1*"'''^" ice cream
and iced with Baakin Robbing ice cream.

BASKIN-ROBBINS
ZCE CREAM STORE
University Shopping Ceater
Store Hour.: Moa-Wad 10-10
Thor-Sat 11-11
623-7633
Suaday 12-10
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CROWE'S FEATS

grad* would you give to the university and why?

People poll

By Charlie Botton
Jenny
Chsmbers.
senior,
Hillaboro Ohio, public relations
"A B because I feel the quality
of education is comparable to other
schools in Kentucky."

Jofca Downing, graduate

CMwp» f 11 pmm—d
"A B' becauae mainly it needs to
atnm more importance on the needs
of the student."
Carls Hooten, senior, I.os
Aagalaa, farowkuUng
"A 'D' for deceptiveness because
we all got tricked into coming here."
Downing

Chambers

By Donna Pace
Aa the last housing changes are
processed, some university students
applying for a room in Martin Hall
should be ready for the reject
notices next fall.
Students will be rejected not
because of a shortage of rooms, but
instead because of their disciplinary
records
According to David Tedrow,
housing coordinator, students living
on campus were notified of the
special Martin Hall requirements in
a personal letter sent in the 1986
spring semester.
With classes, activities and summer vacations, some students may
tend to forget requirements such as
these; it is also possible that a student could have inadvertently
thrown away the letter without
reading it.
Since the housing department has
not continued to communicate these
requirements, students in violation
of the rules will spend the first
month of classes next fall living out
of a suitcase while looking for
another room.
According to Tedrow, if a student
on undated probation is (uncovered,
he or she must move immediately,
whether the discovery is made at
the beginning of the semester or at
the end.
Therefore, if a student on undated
suspension is found in Martin Hall
next weak, the student would have
to move to a new residence hall for
the remaining three weeks of the
semester
Students on undated probation
may not live in Martin in order to
be consistent with a policy set by
the university's Board of Regents.
The board approved a policy
designed by the Residence Hall
Association stating that students
applying for housing in Martin Hall
must be at least a sophomore and
cannot be on undated suspension at
the time of application or during occupancy Also, preference is given to
those with a 2.0 OPA or higher

Commentary
Putting regulations on residents
both stereotypes the resident and
shows prejudice against the student
in violation.
According to J. Howard Allen,
dean of student development,
students on probation are punished
for what they have done according
to the seriousness of the violation.
Allen said the main concern is
that probationary students are not
involved in other violations.
In most esses, the punishment imposed is the elimination of open
house privileges. Further punishment of exclusion from a hall or any
other university building is irrational and demeaning.
If studanta are excluded from
residence halls, who is to aay they
won't be excluded from the gful,
bowling alley or tennis courts?
Allen said from an institutional
point of view, no stand is taken. The
policy is a housing requirement.
Tedrow previously said he waa
following a policy imposed by the
Board of Regents, which represents
the university.
How far can requirements like
these be if no one is willing to claim
or explain them?

. senior. Frankfort,

"A C because the sdministration
and teachers seem more interested
in themselves."

' I would give the university an 'A'
for opportunities to be exposed to
many different areas."

Well, this is it: the last chance 111
have to write this crazy column they
call "My Turn." If I were true to
form I d probably stick to my basic
third person style and throw in a lot
of she's and involved story lines, but
I'm really not in the mood
If anyone is doubtful about the
existence of the famed illness called "Senioritis," all be or aba has to
do is look my direction for proof.
It's not the type of spring fever
illness which slows the thinking and
brings on bouts of laziness
(although. I'll admit, I've had my
share of those symptoms lately).
It's more of a recollection type of
deal; I spend all my time taaaaaaaj
about the past and the future.
Writing this column really got the
whole thing started
This column is actually the first
in a series of lasts which will mark
the end of my stay here at the
university.
Yes, it's my last column. In two
weeks we'll put out the last issue of
tbe paper. Ill attend my last class
and take my last final.
Then later I'll take part in graduation which very well could be the
last time I see many friends I've
made here.
Of course. I'll see slot of the staff
members at a certain wedding on
May 16th. (No, it's not mine - not
yet anyway.)
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Expires 44047
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But I' m sure there are many people I may never see again.
It'a realry sad to think about it,
so I'll focus on other things:
Exhibit A - Savannah.
Savannah, Ga., may not mean
much to many people here at the
university, but for me it means quite
a bit... such aa the place where I
will soon work and live.
The apartment search begins this
weekend. I'm looking forward to it.
I'm also looking forward to the
move itself; Savannah m great - the
location, the climate, everything. It
is so great, in fact, that nearly all my
friends and relatives have already
planned to spend next year's vacations with me (you'd think you could
lose that Keith Howard if you move
10 hours away - no such luck).
I would tell you more about it if
Chris Niblock would leave me to my
work and quit trying to cause
trouble.

Simpson

Washburn

Girls:

Guys:

FLY BY KNIGHT LANDSCAPING
Specializing In-

Pink Flamingos
Concrete Birdbaths
White Tractor Tires
Gazing Balls

Call Tom Knight at 622-2234 today!
(10% discount for UK fans!! Go Cats!!!)

PIONEER AUTO PARTS
10% OFF WITH STUDENT I.D.
excluding spark plugs, oil or special items'
•23-1400

New Location at 421 Big Hill Ave.

must present
student i.d.

HAIR
ON
623-2300

That brings me to the subject of would've been even more fun if
friends - not that Chris Niblock is Keith hadn't gone to sleep so early
one of mine (just kidding.)
each night
I've made quite a few close friends
And who could ever forget our
during my four years here. Most,
Frisbee expertise we demonstrated
but not all, are members of the
at Booneeborough?
paper's staff. (I could never forget
I wouldn't trade some of the times
M.B., Carse and the cafeteria crew
we've had for anything - except
from my sophomore year.)
maybe Keith's LV umbrella.
But, yes, the staff is pretty close
Oh yes, I also have a "friend" in
- wierd. but nonetheless close.
Atlanta.
He's made this year very
Nobody tells a story like Darenda (and believe me. Darenda always special even though we spent much
has a story) and Keith is just a of it apart.
Hell make Savannah even more
h-oo-oo-oo-t
appealing.
And I can't forget Christopher.
Even though he's not here this
So. even though I'll miss everyone
semester, we're still close friends.
here, I'm looking forward to a new
We've had a lot of good times career, a new home and, in about a
together - especially during this last year, a wedding.
year.
But IH miss all the friends I made
One memorable weekend was our here. See ya, you bunch of big old
trip to Missouri. Of course, it birds.

Mon-Fri 8:0f>6:30
Sat 8:00-500

Attendant on duty
Clean wholesome atmosphere
Open 7 days • 8 am-9 pm
Free video games
Wash dry ft fold service

Special:

2043 Oxford Cir.

JIM COX STUDIO

Terri Martin

Dixie Piaza (Across from Lowe s)

ptasma alliance
Lexington, KY
254-8047

Dabbaugh

Soap Opera
Laundromat

EARN
$20 TODAY
ft Up to \f> for TOUT

Klisz

Georgian Waahborn, freshman.
Lonisvllla, undeclared
"An 'A' because it's got a good
police administration department,
the campus is set up well and it is
beautiful."

Senior recalls college career

Donna Pace is a sophomore journalism major and a Progress staff
writer.

' ' -

Martin

Sara KHaz, junior, Danville, social

N.dis Debbaagh. junior. Slier,
eecnrlty and loss prevention
"A B' because they are vary alow
at getting anything done. An example would be more co-education on
campus."

Martin policies
discriminatory

David Martin, sophomore, Lexington, EMT
"A B because I haven't had any
complaints."

MANE

Shop Walmart
for Everyday Low Low
Prices....
Shoppers Village on the
Eastern ByPass

^'"9"^

•Weddings
•Portraits
•Graduations
•Passports
•Composites and
•Jobs While you wait
623-3145
106 S. 3rd St-Richmond. KY.

T

TAKE THE
LOAD OFF!
Instant Cash
Everyday!

University Book & Supply
The Student's Store • Just Off Campus
528 Eastern By Pass • Phone 624-0220

Scholarships available
through many sources
By Bath Jewitt
Staff writsr
With the fear of federal budget
cuta on higher education and the tuition fees rising at moat universities.
echolarahipe are sure to look even
more profitable to studenta than
everj.
University Executive Assistant
Doug Whitlock, said he recommends students apply for scholar
ships no matter what bsjc— "after
all is done, it's (money) still there to
be had."
Whitlock said so far he hasn't
noticed a rise in the number of
scholarship applications. He said
there is an average of three applicants for each scholarship.
The university will award
$232,000 in Regent and Presidential
scholarships this year. The deadline
was March 6.
Twenty-five Regent Scholarships,
once called Foundation Scholar
ahipa, are given each year to incoming freshman screened by the nine
university colleges. In order to be
considered, an applicant must have
a 3.75 high school GPA and an ACT
score of 26.
The Regent Scholarships include
full undergraduate tuition and activities fees.
Fifty Presidential Scholarships
are given each year. The $272.50 per
semester is awarded based on class
ranking, grade point average and
ACT scores.
Whitlock said the Regent and
Presidential scholarships are not
necessarily based on need.
"These are the scholarships the
university tries to use to recognize
achievement and attract good,
academically prepared students to
the university.
Whitlock said a comparable
amount of scholarship money is
available through the EKU
Foundation.
"There are a lot of scholarships
funded by sills and bequests," he

Director of the Department of
Education's Student Services
Glynn Creamer said he wishes more
people would apply for scholarships
He said large amount* of money are
available for students pursuing s
degree in teaching, but few apply for
tt.
"I know people out there who are
good students who would like to
have a scholarship and I have only
one application." Creamer said.
He is referring to the Regent
Scholarship worth more than $500
each semester. Two Regent scholarships are swarded each year to high
school students who plan to major
in elementary or special education.
The daadlhwi waa March 6.
Creamer said he suspects the
problem is low publicity. The
students do not realize the money is
available.
Larger scholarships, which are actually loans, are available in abortage teaching fields, especially math
and sciences.
Three-year scholarships sre
awarded for mathematics and
sciences beginning around $1,200
for a semester, $2,500 each year.
Qualification for these monies
depends on field (chemistry, biology,
etc), ACT scores and grade point
average.
The loans are scholarships in that
they are "forgiven if a person
teaches full time in Kentucky,"
Creamer said.
"They don't worry about need
that much because they're interested in getting good teachers,"
Creamer said.
The scholarships are awarded out
of Frankfort.
Teaching loans up to $2,500 per
semester or $6,000 each year up to
four years are available. The student
repay s the loan by teaching full time
in the Kentucky school system.
Teaching loans cover elementary
education and English as well as
math and sciences.
Creamer said the teachers'
scholarships are popular. About 13
studenta are on a teaching scholarship, 42 sre on a math and science
scholarship and 21 teachers are on
scholarships
"If a parson says, 'I can't pay my
loan because I can't find a job' the
state will help them find openings,''
Creamer said.
The university has its own information system when it comes to
tinAma srhraanthip MMMteanlaaB) as
well aa loans. The university Career
Developmental and Placement

Unlike the Regent Scholarships,
the Foundation Scholarships do not
specify a certain major. The scholarships range from $200 to $300.
"For example, for the Henalsy's,
Mitchell's and Sloan scholarships it
doesn't matter what the student's
intended major is," Whitlock said.
Whitlock said the application for
the different Foundation Scholarships was kept simple. The student
fills out one application and is considered for all the scholarships.

Center has its own Guidance Information System to find available
scholarships.
By punching in s few key code
numbers into s typewriterlike
sjsjfchsV information for hundreds
of scholarships becomes available
CD A P Assistant Director Laura
Melius said some pretty strange information can corns out of the
system. For instance, Menus jokingly said a scholarship hi which only
"red-headed daughters of fireman"
qualify, is a good example of the
detailed information the system can
receive.
The system has access to scholar
shipe and *»»■*"**«! aid available
nationwide.
However, one scholarship is
available from CD&P without
searching nationwide. The Kentucky College Placement Association $500 Scholarship Award is
•warded each year to a senior or
graduate student pursuing s career
in personnel administration, placememVcareer counseling or a related
field.
This year Melius is chairman of
the scholarship saaaaaata$$ She said
only two studenta have applied so
far. They are both from other
universities.
Melius encourage applications up
to the April 16 deadline. "The competition isn't stiff. They should have
a pretty good shot," she said.

Open
house
gained
By Defends Da—Is

Fire training
Progress photo/Charlie Bolion
Rick Bogard, left, a freshman from Richmond, and Dave Miska,
a senior from Louisville, helped with a demonstration on how
to handle a hazardous waste incident. Both are fire prevention
majors.

Sunrise service planned Hayes wins award
The university's 46th annual
Easter Sunrise Service will be held
at 7 a.m. Sunday in the Van
Peursem Ampitheatre in the
Ravine.
In case of bad weather, the service
will be held in Brock Auditorium of
the Coates
Administration
Building.
For more information, contact Dr.
George Nordgulen at 622-1723.

Check cashing ends
Personal checks will not be cashed this semester after April 24.
Studenta should plan their financial
needs accordingly.
Check cashing services will
resume May 11 for intsi session and
summer school studenta.

STUDENT SPECIAL

Wednesday Special

$1.99 tax
with student i.d

Jumbos are $1.49

Two Tacos with
choice of We*
or Boons

Tuesday Special

Susie Hsyes, a third grade teacher
at the university's Model
Laboratory School, recently received the Elementary, K-3, Award for
Excellence in Mathematics
Teaching. The award, given each

year by the Kentucky Council of
Teachers of Mathematics, honors
outstanding math teachers in the
state.
Hayes, a native of Grayvilla, 111,
is now in her 31st year of »*fhing
at the elementary level.

Open house hours will be extended to include finals week.
The resolution sponsored by
Residence Hall Association waa approved by President H. Hanly
Funderburk last week and will go in
to effect this semester.
The resolution has been implemented on a trial basis and its
success will be determined by
J eanette Crockett, dean of Student
Life, Mary Helen Ellis. RHA president, Mike Lewis, RHA vice president and two hall directors.
The resolution stated several
reasons why open bouse should be
available during finals weak.
The i—olutimi states only three
study areas on campus sre used extensively and available, and these
areas sre noisy and overcrowded.
The three areas sited were the hall
lobbies, the Powell Building lobby
and the John Grant Crabbe Library
Since open house guests must
adhere to quiet hours and since a
resident is only showed one guest,
there should be no problem of overcrowding or noise, the resolution
says.
RHA will also hold ■ campus-wide
election for the office of president
and vice president on April 21.
Votes for these two offices will be
held in Conference Room A in the
Powell Building.
Lewis, now vice president and
former policy chairman, will run for
the office of president for the
1987-88 school year.
In addition. Randy Walker and
Karen Abemathy are the two candidates snaking the vice president's
position.
According to the RHA guidelines,
the other positions of office do not
have to be voted on campus wide.

NOW EVERYONE CAN
HAVE THOSE BABY BLUE

All Day

1 Taco & 1 Mug for
$1.00
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SNEAKY PETE'S
GIGANTIC SALE!

E.K.U. Hooded Sweatshirts • E.K.U. Jackets
E.K.U. Jerseys • All Youth Clothing

NOW 1/2 PRICE!!
•Coupon Must Be Presented with Purchase

UNIVERISTY BOOK & SUPPLY
offer Ends April 17.1987

£ct Pv^e&u&tafa (fait *?<yi tyowt S<t*4>

528 Eastern By-Pass • Off Campus

Paying Instant Cash for Your Books Today!

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by tlv insignia you wear
as a menih r of the Army Nurse
Corps, i r e caducous on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in uS ■ h educational and
career advancement are the rule,
_. not the exception The gold bar .
on the ngh? means you command respect as an Arm; • Hiker If KHI re
earning a BSN. write: Army Nut!* Opportunities. P - ' F*o ; 7 ' V
Clifton. NJ 070IS. Or call roll free l-800-USA-AtlMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Dr. W.R. Isaacs - Dr. C.L Davis
Dr. William Reynolds
'DOWNTOWN'
228 W. Main St.
Richmond, Ky
623-3358
Now offering the new colored lenses, that will
turn your brown eyes blue.
?
Member
American Academy of Optometry
Kentucky Optometric Association
American Optometric Association
National Optometric Association
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Business area
changes MBA
By UikHmri

stead of students having to take 39
hours in this area of common body
of knowledge hours, it waa concentrated at the graduate level to 21
hours.
Patrick said this waa done by
combining some of the couraee.
"This reduces drastically the
number of business hours a student
would have to spend," said Patrick.
After the requirements of Phase
I have been met. the student is then
required to take 33 hours in Phaae
II.
"We are hoping to ase many more
people enroll in the program,"
Patrick said
One of the primary reasons for the
revisions Patrick said waa,
"reconstructing of the program has
made it similar to other college
programs.
"It's also a phis for those of us in
terms of the number of students
who will be interested in the program," Patrick said.

r.ata. mekWrn

TtM miMn of
miniatraticm baa adopted
graduate* program to become effective fall 1987.
Because of the new revisions
students wishing to enter the area
of business may do so without having to take a lot of additional hours.
A group of faculty members and
students were among the board who
decided the changes in the curriculum in August.
Dr. Alfred Patrick, MBA adviser
and acting dean of business at the
time of the adjustments in the
course outline, said the new revisions will make it easier for students
who have no previous business
background to enter the graduate
program at the university.
J
Patrick said the previous program
was set up ao that if a student had
taken no undergraduate business
courses and wanted td switch into
business they had to take 39 to 40
hours of common body of
knowledge.
In addition, Patrick, said they
would also have to take the 30 or
more hours required for the
graduate work.
This could total 69 to 73 hours for
students who didn't have any
business background.
According to Patrick, the new
program was set up in two phases.
In Phaae I of the revisions, in-

The Department of Baccalaureate
Nursing will conduct an open house
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. April 26 in
Room 306 of the Rowlett Building.
Faculty from the nursing department, junior and senior nursing
students and financial personnel will
be available to answer questions
and conduct campus tours. For
more information, contact Donna
Gates at 622-2092.
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Idolization

Progress photo/Rob Carr

Gene Gabbard. a senior broadcasting major from Louisville,
entertained the crowd at last week's Spring Fling, doing his imitation of Billy Idol's "White Wedding."

Easter Cards 50% off
Greeting Cards 30' Everyday
Party Supplies
• Balloons
• Streamers
• Candles

WtiCHfmCH,

624-0198
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Sales

Jor a hurt roses
good thru Saturday

Richmond, Kentucky
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Silk Flowers-Wicker Baskets
Costume Jewerly
623-9636
^ Open 9-5:30
Mon. - Sat.

135 W.Irvine St.
Behind the Courthouse //£&:$

1987 College Graduates

Congratulations!
And Best Wishes From

Roses Stores, Inc.
A Successful future starts with
a Successful Company.

THAT'S SUCCESS!
Bet juvr ol irm (li.m.m growth, we *te i urrrnily .echmpt highly
motivated. .u<ceu ofirnied. college g.^dua-iet lo enter our proven
Mjndgemem Development Progrjm wh«h li-id\ to -in e»c itm*
career tn Retail fvUnjgement
It you *«e looking lor i tuccettlul luture with unlimited
opporl unit ret. then we *re looking lor you'
For immediate consideration plejte tend a brief letter ol
introduction jnd r
ROWS STOfffS. INC.
PH. HOW ilMDUNG
HINOfRSON. NC 27S*
Attention K S Newm«rtn
College Recruiting Manage
IQ*JAl ommi NIT* IMP!OUR

WANT MORE
THAN A
DESK JOB?
Looking for an exciting and
challenging career
where each day is different?
Many Air Force people
have such a career as Pilots
and Navigators. Maybe you
conjoin them. Find out
if you qualify. Contact your
Air Force recruiter today.
Call
MSgt Dennis Underwood
(502)568-6386 Collect

Rows tv lh. Ligetl, l.wrM growing, irgionjl M.n Mmh,n<lnrr
in ihp Viuihcjit Wt- h,„ doubled 001 wlei volume lo $1 Billion
within rh* I.M 5 yttft. .nd iHoitntrd liguir* \how the vinvr HIP or
growth over Ih* near S <ttti\ lo %2 Billion by 19*) Rom currently
oper.irt over .130 Horn, .nd pl.nt lo open in eddilionel 25 tloret
per «r.r throughout the Southern

LET'S GET
PERSONAL !

Desperately Seeking Susan??
Want to wish your Little Brother
Happy Birthday?
.Like to go downtown wit!
that girl who sits in the back
row. third seat from the left in
your ENG 101 dass?
Tbtr why don 'tyou say so ia

The Eastern Progress'

claitified ads. Only $2.00 for
each ten words!!!!.'
Call 622-1872 for more info

Jim's Pawn Shop
3rd & Water Sts.
Richmond, Ky.
623-2810.

We Want To Loan
YOU Some MONEY!
We pawn, trade, buy or sell stereos, 35 mm
cameras, gold jewlery, color TV's, microwaves,
VCR's, diamonds, typewriters, musical
instruments, power tools, etc.

Top Prices paid on:
Scrap gold
Class rings
Silver coins
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university come up with a plan for
restructuring their education
system.
The need for restructuring stems
from a decline in oil revenues that
has plagued the state. Rowlett said
this had caused a reduction in the
amount of funds appropriated to the
university.
Rowlett met with higher education personnel, the board of regents
and state legislators in devising a
plan to merge the community colleges with the main campuses.
"I shared the way we operate here
on our campus,'' Rowlett said.

RWgtm staff report
The university's chief academic
officer met last weak with University of Alaska and other state officials to discuss a plan to restructure Alaska's system of higher
education.
Dr. John D. Rowlett, vice president for academic affairs and
research and dean of the faculties,
left for Alaska April 6.
He waa recommended by Dr.
Allen Oster, president of the
American Association of State
Colleges.
He went to Alaska to help the

Open house to be held

$3.95
630 Big Hill "Ale.

Rowlett advises
Alaskan school
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We're Out To Win You Over.

Show off
your best side
with our lighter side.
Our tasteful new additions—
broiled, grilled and fried seafood.

$&

Autumn Family Steak house j Autumn Family Steak Mouse

V* lb. Deluxe Hamburger
& Large French Fry
For SI.99
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$2,99

'Or any other seafood dinner

Your dinner is on us, when you arrange a luncheon or dinner
for your group of 35 or more (one day advance reservation
needed, one free dinner per party)
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Save $1.59

Remember, Thursday is EKU appreciation night!
Your student or faculty ID is worth a 10% discount!
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Free Salad Bar Salad, Potato,
with Flounder* and Soft Drink

Offer good in store and drive thru only please.
Offer expires May 2, 1987
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STEAK HOUSE

LUNCH • DINNER • PRIVATE PARTIES
Hours Sun-Thurs 11-9 Fri-Sal 11-10
Barnes Mill Rd 1-75 Exit 87
Richmond, KY
606/624-1193
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Police beat

Library features
computerization

Tlvs Folkmi-g report. beve l_
Hied with the naiversity'. Division
of PnbUc Safety

April 7:
Paula Henry, McGregor Hall,
reported someone had damaged an
outside mirror on her vehicle while
Marc. 1:
Richard BOOM, Commonwealth it was parked in the Alumni ColHall, reported the theft of the bed iseum Lot.
Tim Shannon. Martin Hall,
cover from hia vehicle while it was
parked in the Commonwealth Lot. reported the theft of two speakers
and an AM/FM radio cassette from
The cover was valued at $120.
his vehicle while it was parked in the
Mattox Lot. The items were valued
March 1
at $280.
Ann Lnfevera, Martin Hall,
Candle Hatton reported the theft
reported the smell of smoke in Martin H all. Public Safety officers were of a portable stereo from Room 7 of
the Coates
Administration
called and found a hot plate with
Building. The stereo was valued at
burning food in Room 423.
$80.
Ralph Vereaw reported the theft
March SO:
of a data set from the second floor
Daniel Lichty reported someone
of Commonwealth Hall. The data
had entered the pool area in Alum
set was valued at $890.26.
ai Coliseum by climbing through the
Jeff Blackburn, Palmer Hall,
men's reetroom ceiling. A tramreported the theft of a spoiler from
poline was found in the pool.
his vehicle while it was parked in the
Commonwealth Lot. The spoiler
March 31:
was valued at $60.
Robert Adams reported the theft
Brad Bnrch, Martin Hall,
of his parking decal from his vehireported the sounding of the fire
cle while it was parked in the
alarm in Martin. The Richmond Fire
University Parking Lot The decal
Department was called and found
was valued at 115.
the alarm had been activated by
steam from a shower.
April 1:
John Downing, Commonwealth
Siva White, Case Hall, reported
Hall, reported smoke coming from
the fire alarm sounding in Case. The
a heater in Room 112 of ComRichmond Fire Department was
monwealth. The Richmond Fire
called and found that water in a Department was called and found
smoke detector had caused it to the motor in the heater had burned
short out.
Peggy Oaks reported the theft of April 8:
Wilm. Grant, Mattox Hall night
five textbooks from University
hostess,
reported the fire alarm
Bookstore. The books were valued
sounding in Mattox. The Richmond
at 3162.20.
Fire Department was called but
found no smoke or fire.
Aprils:
David Andes sun. Commonwealth
Dorothy Carry. Keene Hall,
reported the sounding of the fire Hall, reported someone had broken
alarm in Keene. The Richmond Fire the window out of a vehicle belongDepartment was called, but no ing to Kim Carter.The vehicle was
parked in the Van Hooae Lot.
smoke or fire was found.
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Future in Space

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Dr. John G. Stewart, a manager for the Tennessee Valley Authority, who also served on the committee investigating the space
shuttle disaster, spoke to a group this week on the future of
the space program.

Freshman killed
Progress staff report

A university freshman was killed
in a traffic accident while driving
home to Winchester Tuesday
afternoon.
William Ellsworth Kretser Jr., 18,
of 141 Ironworks Road, Winchester,
died st 8:16 p.m. Tuesday after the
pickup truck he was driving left the
north-bound lane of Boonesboro
Road and struck another vehicle
traveling south driven by Richard
Monohan, 39, also of Winchester.
According to the Clark County
Sheriff's office there is no explanation as to why Kretzer entered the
south-bound lane. Officials said
Tuesday's high winds could have
played a part in the accident.
Monohan was seriously injured in
the accident and waa taken to the

Albert B. Chandler Medical Center
at the University of Kentucky in
Lexington where he was listed in
serious condition.
Monohan's 12-year-old son, who
was a passwngH in the car, was also
injured. He wss listed in fair condition at U.K
Kretser waa a 1986 graduate of
George Rogers Clark High School in
Winchester. He wss s native of
Johnson County and the son of
William and Shirley KreUer.
Kretiar wss s prs-sccounting major and lived in .yupree Hall. He was
a shift manager at Mr. Gatti's
restaurant
Visitation will be held from 5 p.m.
to 9 p.m today st the Scobee
Funeral Home, Winchester. Funeral
services will be held Friday at 1 p.m.
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By Jamie Hiaeom
allow the student to find books he
Stall writer
or she is looking for. find out if they
Can you imagine the convenience have been checked out and even put
of having the entire card catalog at s hold on the book for when it is
your fingertips anywhere you have returned.
access to a computer? Well, it's
"We want to make it as easy as
possible that type of system may be possible for the student to use the
in the near future for the John whole scale system,'' said Ling-yuh
Grant Crsbbe Library
W. (Mikol Pattie. technical service
Although the library has the first coordinator for the library.
totally machine-reedy card catalog
According to Pattie, the card
system in the state, lack of funds catalog at the library is already fuland administrative support ly machine-reedy.
prevents the library from comThe university wss the first
pleting the job of automating the school in the state to completely upentire system, according to library date the card catalog and have it
officials. This process would cost machine ready. The nine-year pro$600,000.
cess wss completed in December
The library began its first plan of 1986.
automation by introducing an onNow other schools have also inline catalog system called stalled fully computerized systems.
Newbooka in July 1984. Newbooks
"When we pMsJaWJ the sutomsis only the first of many services the tion process of preparing records for
library hopes to offer in the future. the computer, it waa unique. But
Newbooks is s user-friendly on- now it is state-of-the-art service. It
line computerised catalog of the is ths best service s library can ofmost recant 2.000 new books ac- fer ths student.' Psttie said
quired by the main library within
"During Dr. (J.C.) Powell's adthe last couple of months.
ministration. the state approved the
The system also carries new system to be finsneed within the
books from the music and law en- university's budget. Dr. Powell
forcement libraries
gsve us the opportunity to impleAnyone can have access to the
ment the system although since the
system and it's easy to use to find
new sdministrstion took over, we
a book whether you know the title,
are in the dark as to when to expect
author, subject or even just the
any financial support," Pattie said.
basic information the user is lookPsttie said it is s shame to 1st the
ing for.
data base sit idle, but to get sny acThe system's main objective, action for the system, user support is
cording to library personnel, is to
needed
help prepare the library for a com"We need the students and faculpletely automated system.
ty to back us up. We are technicalWhen the system is completely
ly far behind other school librariee
computerized, s student will be sble
equal to us such ss Western.
to sit down st any terminal with acMorahead, and University of Kencess to the VAX and call up ths entucky. The students should expect
tire card catalog. The current
more from their own library." said
awareness and search capacity will
Pattie.
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Disability often
proves invisible

Senate.
holds
banquet

By Beth Jewitt
Staff writer
Studies show about 3 percent of
the United States' general schoolage population has some form of
learning disability. University professor of Special Education Esther
Leung said of that number, few
make it to the college level.
Leung calls a learning disability
an "invisible handicap." She explained that, unlike physical handicaps, a learning disability cannot
be seen, nor is it easily recognizable.
A degree in special education with
an emphasis on learning disabilities
is available at the university.
It wasn't until 1963 that learning
problems were recognized as learning disabilities rather than some
form of minimal brain dysfunction.
"I think everybody has some type
of specific learning disability. It
may not be in academic learning. It
could be in other functional areas.

By Pam Logue
New. editor

The university's Student Senate
held its annual banquet Tuesday
night during which three senators
were presented with awards for
their work in Student Association.
Michael "Mickey" Lacy was
presented with the Motivation
Award given each year to a senator
who serves as a motivator to other
members of the association.
Lacy is chairman of the Student
Rights Committee and is also the
founder of the subcommittee.
Watchdog. He is a junior police administration major from Richmond.
Lacy has worked this year to help
students solve problems they incur.
on campus. One example of the
work Lacy has done is arranging for
new stamp machines to be placed on
campus. Lacy said the stamp
machines have arrived on campus,
but because one of the machines was
not working properly when it arrived, they have not been-placed-yet.
Lacy said one of the stamp
machines would replace the one
located in the bookstore, and the
other two will be placed in the
Powell Building and the Crabbe
Library.
JonMarie Compton and Monice
Covington were chosen as outstanding senators of the year.
Covington, a sophomore pre
management major from Louisville
has been involved this year with the
plans to renovate the Powell Grill.
Compton, a senior social work major from Lyndon, has been active on
the Senate Public Relations Committee and was involved with the
Spring Fling.
The senate recently passed a
resolution concerning December
graduation. The resolution calls for
a formal recognition of all December
graduates at individual college
receptions following commencement.
This resolution follows one passed for May graduation which calls
for the same type of recognition.

SnOOZe alert
Progress photo/Mike Morris
David Miles, a senior accounting major from Louisville, found the Powell Lounge a good place
to catch a nap between classes earlier this week.

Election complaints made
(Continued from Page One)
Association, all campaign materials
such as posters and banners must
be removed within 24 hours of poll
closing time.
McCool said Nusz and Stewart
had also failed to take campaign
materials down and these were
found on the walls of the Crabbe
Library and the Campbell Building
more than 24 hours after the polls
closed.
McCool said he received
numerous complaints on election
day from representatives of both
parties. He said he also received
complaints of campaigning inside
the polling area, destruction of campaign posters and slander.
McCool said the committee on
elections did not have sufficient
evidence to charge either party with
these violations, but he said he felt
they were indicative of the manner
and spirit in which this election had
been conducted.
David Compton, vice chairman of
the Elections Committee also submitted a letter to the Student Court
saying he had been a witness to
violations that occurred during the
campaign and also asked for a
re-election.
Compton said if the court called

Leung said everyone has some
kind of learning disability in that
they may not be able to do one thing
as well as something else. She said
the key is compensating for the
problem.
"In school, kids who we identify
as learning disabled, usually have a
problem in certain academic areas in
spite of normal or above normal
intelligence.

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Jim Acquaviva, left, and Mickey Lacy
for a new election, he felt the candidates should be limited to $100 in
expenses. He recommended that if
any candidate were to be found guilty of a violation in a new election,
he or she should be forced to forfeit
the election.
He also said if both parties were
found to be guilty of infractions, a
new election should be held with all
new candidates.

University Center Board
PreSentS-

Acquaviva said he hoped the Student Court could come to a decision
on the matter soon because he felt
the situation had to be controlled.
Lacy said be felt many students
had wanted them to win in the first
place, but simply failed to get out
and vote. "Something just has to be
done about the violations," Lacy
said.
Both Nusz and Stewart were
unavailable for comment.

"They are normal, very smart even gifted. But somehow they have
certain weaknesses or certain
atypical learning styles that prevent
them from processing information
or demonstrating their knowledge in
a normal way.
"I have seen youngsters who are
very knowledgeable, who can tell me
a lot of things and their scientific
knowledge or knowledge in
humanities, social sciences are up to
grade level (grade 12 level). But you
ask them to read and they can't
read," she said.
Leung said sometimes the child
has developed a complex against
reading or has a real problem. The
fact the child has demonstrated he
is capable of learning indicates he or
she has a disability.
"They just don't learn the exact

way the average people learn,"
Leung said.
"Learning disability is a
beterogenous, educational handicap.
It has many different aspects. Some
people may have a problem in processing information visually. Some
people may have a problem processing information auditorily. Some
people through the tactile sensory
channel... they may have a problem. They may touch things and not
feel them," Leung said.
Other learning disabilities fall
under the category of cognition.
Some people cannot sequence
events and ideas. Some cannot
perceive cause and effect concepts.
Some cannot focus their attention
on a task.
Leung said few learning disabled
people make it to the college level,
yet some manage to outsmart
themselves and succeed.
Some people don't realise they
have a disability or they will not admit it. There is still the stigma of being classified as mentally retarded
if they are only disabled.
Leung said she finds one differentiation between the mentally retarded and the learning disabled.
"The mentally retarded somehow
know they can't do it. They don't
try. Very few really mentally retarded persons would like to go to college. But somehow you have these
learning disabled students. They fail
but somehow they still stick with it.
I don't know why. But maybe
somehow, deep down inside they
know they have the ability," she
said.
«
Leung stresses the learning
disabled are not so much disabled as
they are different in the way they
process
and
demonstrate
information.
Leung adilxl instructors can help
the learning disabled by allowing
them to take oral tests rather than
written tests or giving more time for
written tests.
"If we are sensitive and receptive
to human differences, we can accomplish a lot with these learning
disabilities ... they are not as much
disabled as they are different. But
they can learn," Leung said.
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Eyewear makes fashion statement It's time

to go
to work

By Mitch Howard
Staff writer
Don't throw away those old
glasses just yet; chances are
they'll come back in style.
As is the case with most
fashions, eyewear seems to rely
on styles of the paat to influence
styles of the present.

By Greg Canaan
8taff writer

According to Trena Chrisman
of a local optical shop, some of today s popular styles are reminiseot of the 1960s.
"Styles such aa cat eyes and
horn rims are popular," said
Chrisman.
"Logos on the lenses and
[designer glasses are also selling
■rell." she said.

[

Both metal and plastic frames
are still popular. According to
Chrisman, wireless lenses are
also in demand.
JT. Phelpe of another local optical shop said eyewear styles
haven't changed much over the
last three years.
"A lot of people are buying
{lasses out of function instead of
aahion." said Phelpe.
"If you are an active person
you have to take that into consideration when choosing a
frame," he added.
Phelps did agree rimless
eyewear is probably the most
popular.
He also said preppy colors,
especially reds, blues and
purples, were preferred by most
customers.
According to Phelpe, eyewear
is more durable now than in the
paat.
"More glasses are using the
spring hinges and the guarantees
are much better than in the paat.
I would have to say that gianace
are made much better now than
n the paat." he said.
Phelpe also said prices for
eyewear have remained fairly
constant.

Only a few more weeks left of
school. You probably find it hard to
believe that you've almost made it
through another semester.
No more books or tests, just three
months of rest and relaxation for
everyone during the upcoming summer months
But. what's this? You hear a faint
voice; you hope it's not what you
think it is.
Uh oh, it is! It's the same voice
ou hear summer after summer.
"GET A JOB! GET A JOB! GET
A JOB!"
And. with this you awake from
sleep only to return to reality.
And with fniiwr approaching,
it's time to find a summer job.
One of the beet places on campus
to begin looking is st the university's Career Placement and Develop
ment office.
According to Art Harvey, director of the CD ft P. "We get a lot of
summer jobs because of what we
are."
And. Harvey added. "We encourage students to start looking
early."
Harvey noted basically two kinds
of people come in looking for summertime jobs.
One of these is the student who is
looking for s job in a certain location, maybe near home, and the
others are looking for jobs in their
field of study.
"Sometimes students are willing
to take leas money to get s related
job, and sometimes we encourage
them to take co-op (cooperative
education)," he said.
Harvey feels it is important for a
student to get experience in their
field because, "the better they get
at it. the better they 11 be at it when
they seek full-time work."

Progress photo iMustratkxVRodney Ross

Glasses have taken on a more traditional look, like the styles reminiscent of the 50s.
The prices haven't gone up in
about three years, Phelps said.
"Many people are going for the
larger lenses," said June Anglin
of another local optical shop.
Although both metal and
plastic frames are popular,
plastic seems to be preferred,
Anglin added.
She also said she feels glasses
are more durable than in the
paat.
If you haven't bought a pair of
glasses recently the price could

come as a surprise.
Prices for single-vision lenses
are about $38. Bifocals are about
$62. And frames range from $15
to f 160. according to Phelpe.
Glasses, much like clothing,
can be a fashion statement. So
when choosing a pair of gUooco
you might want to get advice
from a fashion consultant.
According to Chrisman, a pair
of glasses can bring out a person's personality.
"Of course glasses can make
someone look sporty or studio,
but a good fashion consultant

will be able to look at a person's
akin and bar color and the contour of their face and choose a
pair of glasses to highlight the
type of look they want," said
Chrisman.
One major nuisance about going to the optometrist to get
glasses is the length of time it
takes to get the fit— after you
have chosen them.
People would have to wait for
weeks before their eyewear was
ready for them to pick up. Thus,
they would have to schedule

another visit to the optometrist.
However, the long wait between getting your prescription
and getting your glasses is
becoming a thing of the paat.
Many opticians are offering
one-hour service. Of course,
special order lenses, like bifocals,
will take longer.
The trend of offering one-hour
service started in l^»wingt.n« according to Anglin, before becoming available at some locations in
Richmond.

Basket of colors

Holiday hunt finds different origins
By Keith Howard
Features editor
Easter is the holiday that is
celebrated to remind everyone of the
resurrection of Jesus Christ from his

tomb.
Aside from this very important
remembrance comes other things
associated with Easter, like Easter
lillies, bonnets, parades, new clothes
and. of course. Easter eggs.
Lots and lots of eggs - red ones,
blue ones, green ones ... all aorta of
colored eggs decorated up for the
Easter holiday.
But to some it's not so much the
egg, but rather, the hunt the eggs
are prepared for.
Oh, that famous Easter egg hunt..
Everyone who wishes to do the
hunting gathers together away from
where the eggs are being hidden by
a select few.
The hiders find ingenious spots to
conceal the eggs, like under a patch
of grass by the mailbox, in the trunk
of a deed tree, or better yet. under
the collar of the family dog.
After the hiding is finished the
participants return to the —a—
crowd and give the OK to go find
the egg*.
The rest h history.
Most everyone knows all about
Easter egg hunts, but do you know
how they originated?
Well some students were doss but
not quite close —«""g*» Or were
they?
Gil Whitehouse, a 21-year-old
junior police administration major,
said the hunt began back during the
pioneer days.
"During the pioneer days when
they didn't have anything to do
they painted some eggs up and
threw them out in the weeds to keep
the kids away." Whitehouse said.
He added the reeaon people get so
excited about the egg hunts is "probably because you're seeking
Progress illualration/Thomes Marsh something like a buried treasure.

On the other hand, he noted it is
also a good opportunity for students
to "teat the water" and see if they
really like what they are going to
make a career out of.
Likewise, according to Janie
Penwell. a 21-year-old nursing major, "Getting a job in my field was
important. It will give me a tittle experience and make me a little less
nervous in the hospital environment."
Penwell notes although she will be
working in her field, basically she,
like many other students, will be
earning money to pay for her school.
Many students' main consideration when looking for a job is
whether it is near a certain location.

It's like finding something that no
one else could."
However. Eva O'Brannon, a
21-year-old special education major
from Burgin, had a different
hypothesis for the origin of the
hunt.
"When they used to have all day
According to Patrick HobeonEaater services someone just Garcia, a 24-year-old junior biology
thought it up to occupy the major from Rockville, Md.: "Since
children." O'Brannon said.
there were a lot of job opportunities
A wording to one source the origin in my field, in my area. I don't have
of the first Easter egg hunts is a to relocate to another area."
Hobeon-Garcia will be working for
myatery, but was reported to have
taken place in parts of England in his second summer as a
very early daya.
pathologist* assistant at the
However, according to the book. Walter Reed Army Medical Center
All About American Holidays, by in nearby Washington. D.C.
Maymiar Krythe, the idea wae the
According to Hobeon-Garcia, "I
hare was sailed and it laid egg* on tike doing it for the ■fjwjaaaw. I
Easter for the children to search for think it wffl be a good experience for
came from Germany.
me.
Krythe wrote this idea originated
Benny Slater, a 21-year-old junior
from the fact that rabbits are pro- Induetrial Arts major, fsala location
lific, thus aseociated with fertility
was the determining factor in his
Another bit of trivia received summertime employment.
from this book waa
Slater will be over collections and
regarded as a symbol of :
route changes for Williamson Daition. The book said the eggs sup ly Nawa, located near his borne in
poeedly held the seeds of Ufa.
Belfry.
The reason for keeping the ,
SUtar said, "I work there because
untO
its convenient for me and because of
to eat
the position I hold."
Lent so they
Although his job doesn't directly
pertain to his major, Slater said, "I
in Praam
think it will be valuable experience
was that ifyou didn't eat an egg on because I have to work with a lot of
Eaater you would be bitten by a people and make a lot of decisions."
i in the next year.
Aside tram these, some students
look for jobs in other parts of the
hunts began will probably not be on country.
your next exam, but it's not a bad
Harvey noted many students are
idea to at least think about it.
looking
for a change of pace or just
So while you're out there searchs little bit of adventure so they go
ing for that lucky egg, put yourself
to work at pi area where they have
at the first egg hunt ever held and
never been before.
try to imagine how and why it all
The jobs are out there for Miwmw
began
employment, so go and get one.
Who knows, you may latch on to
Don't spend another summer
something many historians have no
growing roots in a sofa and end up
idee about
becoming a couch potato.
This idea has become aa much a
Do yourself a favor and follow
part of the Eaater holiday as openthat little voice and GET A JOB,
ing presents is on Christmas day.
GET A JOB. GET A JOB.
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Activities
African students
exhibit cultures

(Campus group
helps children
ByCa*.
Cry
There are many ••pacts of
to ths
system of today's United States.
Working with exceptional
children ia only one of the things
educators tackle head-on.
There's an organisation branch at
the university which attracts these
special education teat liars, or student tear hers. It ia the Student
Council (or Exceptional Children.
The campus group is an off-shoot
of the International Council for Exceptional Children, a professional
organisation for special educators.
Exceptional children can be any
type of children which have special
needs, like the gifted, the physically handicapped or the mentally
handicapped.
Mary Bemadine Strange, a senior
special education major from Bardstown and president of the university chapter, said the organisation is
"mostly composed of special education majors.
But since we work with handicap
pad kids s lot, it's mostly special
education majors," she said. Adding
anyone ia encouraged to join,
regardless of major.
The group is attempting to rejuvenate the organization on campus this semester, Strange said. Officers were elected last week and
new programs are being planned for
next year.
Strange said there are about 10
active members and shout 16 people who participate in the organization's events.
Strange said the organization
works with exceptional children by
visiting local hospitals and homes
and having parties and gatherings
for the children.
She also said the SCEC students
learn new methods of instruction in
the tnafhmg field by this hands-on
experience.
Strange said the organization
works a lot through Lexington's
Shriner's Children's Hospital and
Cardinal Hill Hospital This
ssmeeter she said the group work-

ed st leaser events than last
semester. The Special Olympics is
the most recent event for the SCEC.
"We just by to gat involved with
any group we can," said Strange.
She said most of what the SCEC
TtiHf* as do M to visit children in the
hospitals "because some of them
had been in the hospital for six
months or longer and they're kind
of tired of it and they need new people """'fa'g in. So we oka to visit
with them and talk to them."
Strange said the main thrust of
her efforts now is trying to get people to come to the group's meetings
She said the interest has slacked
off somewhat since last semester
because many of the members have
been so busy this spring.
Despite this decrease of activity
this semester though. Strange said
the organization does have fun
"We do have a lot of fun whan we
go and visit the kids," she said.
Dr. Esther Leung, associate professor in the special education
department and one of the cosponsors for the group, said the
organization ia very active in proportion to its size.
"For the number of students involved, they do s lot of work," she
Leung said the purpose of the
organization is social as well as aervice. She said the SCEC students do
enjoy the interrelation between the
children and themselves.
Although Leung did say joining
of now members has dropped off.
"This type of organisation may
not draw a lot of students looking
to s dub for recreation or fun," she
said.
"This is for people who are interested in helping others and working in this profession,'' Leung
added.
She also said the decreasing
number of special education majors
contributed as s reason interest is
down.
Strange said dues for the group is
only S3 a semester. Moat of the
money the group spends for the
visits is from fund-r

Ths

—i African L».
and those of other aaaiaaawasas
Ndawula Gonzsga, president of
the association, said he tries to srrange as many social gatherings as
possible to do just that
"We have aoftbafl games, parties,
soccer games and A frican dinners
which are all open to the public,''
Gonzsga said.
Ha said most of the 80 students
to the organization an from Nigeria
and came to the university because
of its accessibility.
Gonzsga ia a junior, majoring to
electronics and he said he chose to
be president because the organization needed help.
"The aasocistion was going down
hill snd I became president because
I believe in it," Oonzaga said.
Ha said membership was on a
decline but it has gotten better.
Gonzsgs said members sre charged a fas of f 2 a year and are fre-

Rider wins awards

Progroea photo/Charllo Bolton

Jammin'
Tim Sanders, an undeclared freshman from Louisville, raps to
the sounds of Run DMC in a lip sync contest Sunday in the Ravine.
The contest was part of the Beach Bash sponsored by WDMC,
the campus radio station, and Panama Jack Suntan Products. The
event lasted from 3 p.m. until 7 p.m. and featured such attractions as a tanning contest and several bands.

By Amy CsodUl
Activities editor
Sabtoa Oldaker, the only WM"»*"*
of the university's horseback riding
team, won the regional riding competition Sunday at Morehead State
University and will advance to the
national competition in Indianspolis, Ind., on May 2 and 3.
Oldsker, a junior public relations
major from Ci set wood, said aha
competed in two events to the competition and won bacauas aha had
accumulated the moat points.
There ware about 16 schools
represented in the competition, including Midway Collage, Murray
State University. Morehead State
University and the University of
Tennessee.
Oldaker said she competes to
about 12 horse shows per year - 10
regular season shows, phis regional
and nstkmwl i isiipetlHisis
Currently, she holds ths position

of second in the nation and has kept
the university st number one to its
region throughout the year.
This year, she has won a first and
second place ribbon at a Murray
State competition, a first and second place ribbon at a Midway competition and a first place ribbon at
a Morehead State competition..
Oldaker said since the university
has no horses or riding facilities, she
trains with ths Midway team and
rides her own horses on weekends.
Oldaker said she thought the
reason more people don't join the
riding team is the high cost
involved.
The university paid $26 of the $60
entry fas into ths Inter-Collegiate
Horse Show Association, which
sponsors the competitions.
Oldsker said aha pays for all the
gasoline snd hotel feee for her competition trips.

$3 OFF ANY
LARGE PIZZA!
<jj) Ooohh, the aroma of sauce,
spices, herbs and bubbly melting cheese. Aaahh, the savings! Just bring the coupon
and take your choice: $3 off
large size, $2 off medium, fjj)

The third week It's $8
snd $10, thst means you
receive $18.
The fourth week it's
$13 and $10, that means
you receive $23.
You must donate
twice each week to
receive these fees. For
details call:

Includes our special Pizza Hut®
Pan Pizza. rjfe You get more
Mmmmmm!!! for the money
than ever before. Eat here or
carry out, but don't miss out.
Hurry before this offer expires!

624-9814
12S S. Third

BRING THIS AD.

TDGURJ
Y*»H »(es , IT CX*s! Evmrf,,^
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Richmond Plasma Center
New donors earn $10
extra their first week for
donating plasma-in Just s
few hours time.
On the April special,
the first week It's $8 snd
$15, thst means you
receive $23.
The second week It's
$8 snd $15, that means
you receive $23.

• afthe

quently aakad for extra donations.
The association holds periodic
meetings which are also open to the
public.
Dr. Seth Gskpo, adviser for the
orgsnixstion and profseaor of'
flnsnce, said its objective is to proVtns a forasn for African stadsata to
meet snd discuss issues of common
interest snd introduce their culture
to other students on campus
"I am an African myself so I gladly said yea to advising ths students
to ths organization,'' said Gakpo.
The organization will be sponsoring the Annual Cultural Festival
this year.
Gskpo said ths organisation will
put African cultural srtifscts on
display in the John Grant Crabbe
Library during September snd show
films throughout the month with
African themes.
Gakpo said the organization, with
the help of the Office of International Affairs, also hopes to bring an
independent performing arts group
to campus. Last year s dsnce group
performed at the festival.
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$3.00 off any large pizza,
$2.00 off any medium
pizza. Hurry—this special
offer expires soon. One
coupon per party per visit at
participating Pizza Hut*
restaurants.
Pleaee preaent coupon when ordering Not valid in combination with any other offer 1/20 cent
caah redemption value C 1963 Pitia Hut, Inc Good only through
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Kappa Alpha Fraternity
celebrates Old South
By Amy C.adUl
Activities editor
K*PP* Alpha Fraternity will hold
.u annual Old South Wade Monday
through Sunday.
Trevor Stine, a junior computar
information ayatama major from
Louiavilla and chairman of tha Old
South Week Committee, aaid daily
aetivitiee throughout tha week will
be cantered around the theme of the
Old South and will be open to other
Greek organizations.
"Ife our biggaat event, aaide
foom fund-raiaera," Stine aaid.
•Kappa Alpha has held Old South
Weak every year since the fraternity waa formed on campus in 1969.
'Stine aaid the fraternity itself is
basically centered around the Old
South idea because it waa founded
in the South soon after the Civil
War and moat of the chapters are in
the South.
The week will begin with a pig
roast at 6 p.m. Monday at a local
faun.
.Stine said the KA's will spend all
of Sunday night cooking the pig and
tha picnic will be held the next day.
Kappa Alpha considers Robert E.
Lee its 'spiritual founding father"
because of his ideals and his dedication to being a gentleman, although
Lee waa not an actual founder of the
fraternity, Stine aaid.
This picnic will include singalonga and a bonfire, and KA

pledgee will find out who their big
sisters are.
The KA a will also bring dates to
this event.
From 8 p.m. to 12 ajn. Tuesday,
there will be a Sharecroppers
Pageant at a local bar.
A representative from each sorority will enter a girl in the pageant.
The candidates will dress in oldfashioned hoop skirts and will be
judged on gracefulness and their
responses to a question dealing with
the Old South.
The winner of the pageant will
receive a dozen roses
Following the pageant, those attending will socialize for the remainder of the evening.
The other Greek organizations on
campus are invited to attend this
event.
From 4:80 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday in Palmer Field the Old
South Games will take place between the sororities.
This event will feature such
games aa Mount-Robert-E.-Lee-onhia-Horae (similar to Pin-the-Tau-onthe-Donkey), Make-a-Mint-Julep
and a corn-shucking
From 6 pjn. to 7:30 p.m. Thursday at the Irvin McDowell House,
there will be a Wine and Cheese
Party.
No guests under 21 will be permitted to drink wine.

Triathlon scheduled
By Amy C.udUl
Activities editor
Che Division of Intramurala will
sponsor a triathlon at 9 a.m. Saturday, beginning and ending at Alumni Coliseum.
Dr. Wayne Jennings, director of
Intfamural Programs, said a
triathlon is the endurance sport of
the 1980s.
The event features a competition
in swimming, cycling and running.
Participants may enter as individuals and compete in each race
01
enter as a team of three and compete in one race each.
Jennings said the triathlon is
open to students, faculty, staff and
members of the community.

He said at least half the par
ticipants have been from the Lexington community in the previous
two years the event has been held.
The swimming event will involve
a 600 yard swim. The run will be for
3.1 miles and the cycling race will be
for 11.6 miles.
Jennings said there will be an
overall male winner and an overall
female winner.
The winners will receive gift certificates from either Soft Shoe or
Tenth Gear Bicycle Shop.
Entry fee for the triathlon is $8
for individuals and $7 per team
member per team.
This event was originally schedul
ed for April 4 but was postponed

dnetowM

This event will be formal and will
feature the presentation of awards
to KA members for such honors aa
Best Pledge and the member who
contributed the moat throughout
the year.
The KA s will also choose their
new Rose Girl, or the member of the
KA Southern Belles (normally
known aa little sisters) of whom
they are moat fond.
Friday, the KA's and their dates
will leave on a weekend trip to
Gatlinburg. Tenn.
Friday night, they will have a bonfire at their hotel in Gatlinburg
Saturday, the KA'a will have a
dance in Gatlinburg, and on Sunday, they will return to campus.
"It's a little brothernoooVbuilder."
Stine aaid.

Kick it!

Stine aaid Old South Weak la
basically a time to celebrate the Old
South and to juat have a good time.

Malamin Leigh, left, an undeclared sophomore from Gambia, slips past a University of Kentucky
defender in a soccer tournament held on the intramural fields Saturday as part of International'
Student Day.

Progress photo/Rodney Rosa

Campus clips
Aviators have party

Dancers to perform

Alpha Eta Rho aviation dub will
meet at 8:30 p.m. today in Room
247 of the Stratton Building. A
video of "Top Gun" will be shown
and a party will be held afterwards.
Members should attend and individuals interested in aviation are
welcome. For more information, contact Lora Lake at 986-4208.

Sidewalk Dance Theatre will perform at 7:30 p.m April 23 in Brock
Auditorium. The dance company ia
from Knoxvilk, Tenn, and will perform
pieces
by
various
choreographers. The program ia free
and open to the public. For more information, contact Virginia Jinks at
622-1901.

Speaker to be heard

Interviews to be held

Daniel Berrigan, a Jesuit priest
and visiting professor at Berea College in philosophy and religion, will
speak on "The Way of NonViolence" at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday
at the Newman Center on University Drive. For more information, call
623-9400.

Dance the night away

Hosts needed

WDMC offers jobs

Students are needed aa roommates
for French students who will be on
campus from July 8 until July 31.
These students will stay with boat
families on weekends. Those interested should contact Joy
Allameh at 622-2099 or 623-8746.

WDMC, the campus radio station, ia now accepting applications
for summer and fall poeitions. News,
sports, production and continuity as
well aa on-air poeitions are available.
For more information, call 622-1883

The Alumni Association will
sponsor "Dance the Night Away"
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Wednesday
in front of the Keen Johnson
Building. Music will be provided by
Q-102's Jim Murray and Fantastic
Sound Productions.

Bike club to meet

Card orders available

The Breakaway Bicycle Club will
hold its final meeting at 9:30 p.m
Monday in Conference Room A of
the Powell Building. New officers
will be elected. Everyone is invited.

Spaceforce Dance Company will
collect credit card applications for
Visa, Mastercard and Seers outside
the Powell Grill from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. April 27-29.

Play to be shown
"The Glass Menagerie" will be
performed by the University of
Louisville Repertory Company at
10:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. Friday in
Brock Auditorium. The program is
sponsored by Centerboard and ia
free and open to the public

Jerry Crouch of the University
Press of Kentucky will interview
faculty who are interested in submitting manuscripts to the University Press from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Wednesday in Conference Room A
of the Powell Building. Thoee wanting to set up an interview must contact Menu Thompson at 622-1146.

To submit a clip
Items lor Campus Cops should be
typed and signed with a teaspoon*
number included in case there are
questions regarding the clip. Items
should be delivered to Donovan Annex 117 by Monday of the week in
which the ckp will run. These items
saoald contain only information pertinent to the university community
and preferably contain only information about services or events that
are free and open to the public.

GETTING THIS WASNT EASY.

Until now, there were very few
fashions that looked good with moccasins.
Which might be okay if your idea
of a summer wardrobe is a closet full
of loincloths. Not so okay if it isn't.
Well, Dexter has decided to do something
about that. It's called the Dexter Moc.

Phone 4M-H7J

Sub Center
Special:
12 in. Roastbeef Monster
Chips & Lg. Drink

for only $3«SO
expires: 4-23-87

WITH FORD CREDIT
GETTING THIS...

MONO

FROM RICHMOND FORD IS.
At Richmond Ford we know getting that degree wasn't easy. But when
it comes to a new car, we can help with
pre-approved credit from Ford Credit.
If you are working on an advanced
degree or graduating with a Bachelor's
Degree between October 1,1986 and
September 30,1967! you may qualify
for this special college graduate
purchase program.
If you do, you'll receive a $400 cash
allowance from Ford. Make your best
deal on any qualifying vehicle and use
the money toward your down payment,
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Ford Motor
Credit
Company

or Ford will send you a $400 check
after the purchase or lease The money
is yours whether you finance or not
The amount of your credit depends
on which of these qualified vehicles
you choose:
Ford cars: Escort, Escort EXP,
Tempo. Mustang. Thunderbird, Taurus.
Ford trucks: Aerostar. Bronco 11,
Ranger
' So hurry. If a vehicle is not in dealer
stock you must order by June 1.1987,
and you must take delivery of any
vehicle by August 31.1987.

(reg. $4.47)
MAKE IT EASY ON YOURSELF. GE T ALL THE DETAILS TODAY AT

RICHMOND

LINCOLN • MERCURY

Lea. 1M-7IU
(«••) 111 11"

FORD

CKU By-Pees ft Beggs Li
Bkhmana, Kentucky 4047S
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Arts/Entertainment
Student workers assist
operation of WEKU-FM

_. . . .

Progress photo/Rob Carr

Finishing touches

Calvin Durr. a senior interior design major from Lexington, splattered paint onto T-shirts during
the Spring Fling April 9. The booth was sponsored by the American Society of Interior Designers.

By Jennifer Feldman
Staff writs
Some two dozen students of the
university make Roger Sarow's job
of managing classical radio station
WEKU-Pm 88.90 a lot easier.
"We use students a lot to actually run the master control for both
our two stations" (referring to
WEKU and its sister station in
Harlan County. WEKH), said
Sarow, manager of the two stations.
"They play tapes, record tapes,
read weather reports and do some
news writing." he elaborated.
Although the station employs 11
full-time, non-student workers, including two professional classical
music hosts, Sarow said the work
the students do is invaluable.
"We never shut off - we're on the
air 20 hours s day, 365 days a year.
If we didn't have enough student
workers, we would have to schedule
double shifts for the professionals,
so they (the students) are a very
crucial part of our system," Sarow
said.
Under the supervision of the news
staff, students write news stories.

edit stories and some of the more advanced student workers do
newscasts.
"About half of the time we're on
the air we've got students st the
controls," Sarow commented.
So what happens in the summer
when the majority of students go
home?
Sarow said the process of selection is already underway.
"We've already began lining up
EKU students who live in the areas
or are going to summer school to
work at the station." he said.
According to him, most of the student workers are recruited through
the mass communications department and notices in the FYI, a
university information bulletin.
"We're always on the lookout," he
added.
There are no set requirements for
applying for a job at the station,
although it is encouraged that
students have an interest in news
and newswriting (as WEKU provides in-depth news reports ss well
as classical music) and hopefully an

Allen changes music style In 'Telepathy'
By Phil Bowling
Arts editor
Deborah Allen has come a long
way through both her location and
her style in music.
With a change from country to
pop rock, Allen migrated from
Memphis to Los Angeles where she
began work on her latest album, a
shining attempt to break into rock
music.
A few years ago Allen became
successful with her country hit,
"Baby I Lied." After this popularity. Allen began to write for other artists and went on to gain an interest
in pop music.
The new album. Telepathy, takes
an easy step from country into light
pop rock.
Romance and love are the themes
for this alternative album for the
singer/writer. Allen's musk hss a
very enjoyable characteriatic
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through her capability of taking
from the styles of many artists and
combining it into her own unique
performance.
Although every song is a little bit
different, the mood of the album remains the same. Every song in it
relies upon the theme of love.
The title track, "Telepathy," is
very upbeat The entire song deals
with a couple in a crowded room
sending «igMl« to each other concerning sexual desires.
Throughout this song Allen
shows traits of other female pop
rockers such as Sheena Easton and
Olivia Newton-John.
The themes of Telepathy and
Body Language are both present
through many of the songs on this

album. In the song "Don't You
Think I Don't Love You," Allen
deals with a lack of communication
between two people.
Although it is the standard
misconception of "You don't love
me because you are not showing it,"
Allen brings in s pop beat and some
cute verses and sheds a new light on
the subject.
Allen adds some upbeat music to
"What's Right Tonight," and gives
the listener something to think
about.
The issue of this song is sex
without lasting love. However,
unless you really listen to every
word, the song is not even taken
seriously.
To top it sll off, the song is even
s good dance tune.
Throughout the album, you are
drawn in by her almost-haunting
voice. On the song "Take A Pic-

ture," Allen'a voice is almost
whispering over the rythmic,
soothing beat.

Allen hss taken this soft, raspy
voice and used it to her advantage
as has other recording artists such
as Stevie Nicks, Bonnie Tyler and
KimCarnes.

The song deals with the end of a
loving relationship. She is telling her
former lover how to remember her
if he wishes to or how to simply
forget the entire instance after she
hss gone.
While the slow beat is prevalent
in many of the songs, she also works
with the upbeat tempo. In the song,
"One Step Closer." Allen shines
through.
The song deals with a self-assured
date who relies heavily upon his
charm to win the girls over. The
repetitive chorus and fast beat add
tremendously to the song.
The song is very definite Top 40
calibre and should be expected to
receive sir play in coming months.
Again Alien takes advantage of her
soft voice to bring the message

Another song which should be
successful for Allen is "Somebody
For Everybody." The song is very
upbeat and should attract a wide
audience.
•
The message of this song is that
there is someone for everyone and
all you have to do is to keep looking. The song tries to help the
listener with misunderstandings of
what love is.
This selection makes great use of
the horn section in the band.
Throughout the song, the horns belt
out and bring the song to life.
In addition to the music, the lyrics
also lend a poaitive note on
relationships.
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COLLEGE STUDENTS NEEDED EOR FULL-TIME
SUMMER WORK!
WORK AVAILABI E IN ALL AREAS OE KENTUCKY
ESPECIALLY IN LOUISVILLE AND LEXINGTON

interest in daestrsl music he said.
According to Sarow, the most important skills for anyone considering a job in broadcast tag are punctuality and dependability because
"you simply cannot be late getting
on the air. Even if you're late five
or 10 minutes, there's no way you
can ever make up that lost time."
Equally important are good
writing skills, such as grammar enj
spelling, and excellent reading
skills.
He added it helps to be able to
type because the more legible the
material is, the more accurate one
will be able to read it on the air.
Although most of the student
workers have broadcasting or
ajsjajhaj beckgrounda, son
apply at the station simply 1
they have an interest in the music.
Such was the case with John
Francis, a sophomore music education major, who works at the station
seven hours a week and plans to
work there over the summer.
Francis said his duties include being a Wednesday night host of
"Jazz Unlimited," a wesknight program of playing jaxz albums, and
doing promotional work, such as adding tags, or the name of the station, to the end of pre-recorded
messages.
Francis said he had a little experience in radio, but he applied for
a job at WEKU because of his in
tereet in music.
"It has really expanded my
knowledge on classical and jazz
music threefold.
"You can read so much about
music, but it's when you listen to it
that it really begins to sink in," he
said.
Anton Reece, s senior broadcasting major who has worked at
the station for three and one-half
years and also plans to work there
over the summer, agrees the experience has bean valuable.
"You get to learn the whnir.i
aspect," he said, noting his job included working at the master control, making sure the recordings fit
together and correcting material on
tapes.
"It gives students the opportunity to mix with professionals," he
said. "The opportunity is there if
you want it"

Treat yourself to Arty's® all-natural breast
of chicken sandwich. Plump, tender,
all-white-meat fillet topped with fresh,
crispy lettuce and creamy mayo served
on a toasted poppy seed roll. Ifyoud love
a sensational breast of chicken sandwich
bursting with warm,
juicy flavor...

Taste The Arby's Difference!

OPENINGS EOR BUSINESS AND MKT MAJORS
(OTHER MAJORS VILL BE CONSIDERED)

$1000.00 PER/MONTH
TO START. (GUARANTEED)
YOU CAN EARN MUCH MORE!!!!
SCHOLARSHIPS AND BONUS PAID
FOR INFORMATION COME TO
c mtArOft mc

POWELL BUII DING CONEERENCE ROOM D

1 Chicken Breast
Sandwich

THURS APRIL I6TH I 1.30 OR 2 15 OR 4 30 PM

I
A DIVISION OF HY-CITE CORP.

$1.59
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m
Limit one coupon per person flTnTtJ!'
^
Not valid with other offers. •Si***J!f
V
^^ Expires 4-30-87
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Beef 'N Cheddar
Meal
$2.39
r*\
|Limit one coupon per person.AT 1I1S
|Not valid with other offers g-^O
| Expires 4-30-87,
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McVeigh learns basics Scrambling techniques
for 'Ghosts' character hinder consumer uses

By LMM Willoughby
Contributing writ*.
Can an agriculture major, who
has never delivered a line oo a
stage in bis life, walk into a
university audition and win a
part?
Call it the luck of the Irish.
Paul McVeigh, a 24-year-old
farm management major from
Carlow Town, Ireland, got the
part of the lecherous and
manipulative Jacob Engstrand
in the syesssssf, production of
Ibeen'a "Ghosts."
Now, McVeigh, who is already
busy interning for the Kentucky
Legislative General Assembly
and serving as president of the
International Students Association, spends his weeknights
sharpening his IUHgH»g acting
akills.
McVeigh is an exceptionally
articulate student farmer who
sports s maroon EKU Technical
Agriculture cap, a pair of brown
leather shoes and who usually
keeps s cup of coffee nearby.
The coffee substitutes for Irish
tea. Americans don't drink teas
as the Irish and British do, he
said, and claimed he drank 20
cups of tea a day at home.
His love for literature and
drama and a desire to learn to be
comfortable speaking to large
groups of people prompted him
to try out for the play, he said.
"It's the first time I even auditioned for a play or was in a play
or had anything to do with a
play," he said. "It's really a first
for me, in terms of everything."
McVeigh said he went to the
audition as an afterthought and
had no expectations of being
cast. "I just read a few lines," he
said. "I hadn't even read the
script."
The director was looking for an
Irish attitude. McVeigh said.
"Irish people, stereotypicaUy,
are manipulative. The Irish are
reknowned for their horsetrading ability." he explained.
"We find Engstrand in the
opening scene trying to establish
a shorehoues - bringing his
daughter along as the main attraction. He uses every trick in
the book for duping s pastor into helping him.
"While I can get into the
character, I don't see.it as a
reflection of myself," he said, ex-

'

In today's electronic market, the
protection devices seem to be
outflowing the products.
Although it is understandable for
the manufacturer to want to i
hia product, there is such a thing as
overdoing the effort.
The first item to receive this censorship was home satellite dishes.
Recently we have seen the following
of vUiotapM and ci—ettai and
compact discs are soon to follow in
this pattern.
First lets taks a look at the home
sattelite and its original purpose.
Although the dish wss meant to be
a service to the public it may no
longer be worth the price.
Initially, home satellite dishes
introduced for rural home

Progress pnoto/Mlks Morris

Paul McVeigh rehearses with Alan Creech
plaining he doesn't sss himself as
the Irish stereotype, or as Ms
character, whom he describes as
"immoral and conniving.
"I detest the character as
much as anybody else," he said.
"He is a comic character, but still
he is totally immoral."
McVeigh said his character is
the only one in the plsy who gets
what he sets out to achieve.
Ibsen hated hypocrisy, he said.
The play is about the corrupt
underbelly of plite Victorian
society.
McVeigh said the play is full of
illegitimate children, lechery of
respectable citizens, sexually
transmitted diseaaea and sex.
The play caused a scsndsl
when it was first produced 100
years ago, McVeigh said, and
added even today its plot and
language can be abhorrent "This
is pretty outrageous stuff. It's a
very powerful play, and very relevant."
McVeigh said he is very nervous before each rehearsal starts,
but loosens up quickly. "You get
a high out of performing," he
said.

EASY CREATIONS
CRAFT SHOP
For All Your:
Fraterriity & Sorority Supplies
Finished & Unfinished Wood
Wedding Florals
Cake & Candy Craft Supplies

623-5904

Southern Hills Plaza

TRY0UR
SEAFOOD
&CRAB!
Light &
Luscious
Subs or
Salads

Enjoy our succulent seafood
and crab! You can add
lettuce, tomatoes, cheese,
green peppers, olives,
onions—whatever you like
and there's no extra charge.

200 South 2nd St.

624-9241

Free Delivery
$3-$5 minimum depending on location

When McVeigh is not rehearsing for "Ghosts," he is hatching
ideas for the ISA He and the
group's officers pi—eg a Kentucky International Student's
Day for April 11. He said more
than 100 international students
from other Kentucky campuses
attended the get-together which
included a soccer tournament
and a talent show.
"It's hard to get people interested in ISA," he said. "Ws'rs
a very heterogenoua group - lots
of different cultures and different
people.
McVeigh said while interning
for the Kentucky General
Assembly, he hopes to be assign
ed to the agriculture and environment subcommittee.
"I'm quite a political type of
guy," he said, adding political
isauss are central to food
production.
He said he is concerned about
famine regions in Africa. "Their
problems are much more political
than agricultural.
"I hope to do something. I
don't know what."

These folks had difficulty with
reception due to their location and
nearby cable companies declined to
service the extremely rural areas
without guarantee of certain sales.
With a one-time fee of lass than
12,000 a home owner could purchase
s dish and have access to over 100
channels including Home Box Office, Showtime, Cinemax and The
Disney Channel.
Therefore, after seeing the results
of satellite television, many people
living within city limits derided to
taks advantage of this lucrative
offer.
This invasion on local cable companies seemed to start this cable industry scare. Cable companies complained to the cable networks and
demanded asssW
Today, satellite dish owners are
limited in what they can watch. All
of the above-mentioned stations
have used ■w"»M|»t devices to
ward
off
these
supposed
free-loaders.
In asMMal to these channels,
standard cable offerings such ss

Bits and pieces

Phil Bowling
WTBS, ESPN, Cable News Network. MTV and the Christian
Broadcasting Network all have
plans to scramble within the next
year.
All of these companies offer home
dish owners the chance to purchase
s rleerrarnhlsr for an annual fee.
However, pirate companies have
developed similar dean-ambling
devices and are offer lug them to the
public for reasonable one-time
prices.
Following in these greedy
footsteps are those in the manufacturing division of the videotape
industry.
In an attempt to dampen
videotape pirating, many major
movie companies have developed a
copy-proof system for their video
releases.
According to statistics gathered
by video magaiinee, many video
cassette recorder owners make
copies of rented movies for additional personal use.
Although most of these people are
using this illegal copy for personal
use, the manufacturers argue pirate
dealers use a similar process for
blackmsrket production.
Some recent lassssss such as
"Back To The Future," "Down And
Out In Beverly Hills," "Invasion
U.S.A." and "Lucas" have all used
this scrambling technique.

The videotape is digitally encoded with a signal breaking device.
This simply interferes with the
signal being sent to the other
videocaeaette recorder.
Although this proems doss not
allow the video signal to be accurately received, the viewing picture is not affected.
The results of taping copyprotected tapes varies between the
system used by different companies.
Some of them devices simply
cause the picture to fade in and out
others cause the picture to blur and
some even cause the picture to
change from black and white to color sporadically.
However, a deecramhler is being
developed by different rrsnpsnies to
combat this censoring. The sad
thing is that there will always be a
product to undo what has been done
to hamper technology.
Audio fans will possibly have to
worry about the same problems in
the near future. The recording industry has annonced efforts to
create signal scrambling devices
Outraged audiopbilee have written letters to the editors of stereo
magatines and complained.
These people complaining have
legitimate complaints. Since the
scrambling would occur in cassettes
and compact discs, this could create
problems.
Many owners of compact, disc
players only have home unite. Since
the car CD players am relatively
new and expensive, many people
record copies of CDs for use in the
automobile.
However, if the scrambling signal
is encoded in CDs, s person cannot
make additional copies for personal
use and will be limited to listening
to certain music depending upon the
source in each location.

'Glass Menagerie' set April 17
Piugi ess staff report
The popular play, "The Glass
Menagerie" will be performed at the
university tomorrow.
The play was written by Southern
author Tennessee Williams.
The story depicts s man's struggle in his relationship with his
obstreperous mother and his secluded sister.
Because of his lifelong loyalties to
the two despite the struggle, he un-

folds his life of loneliness and
isolstion.
The play is named for the sister's
collection of ministure glass
animals. This is her only manner of
communication outside of her
family.
However, as the story unfolds, it
is the man who is actually living in
a glass menagerie.
The play is being performed by
the Louisville Repertory Company.

The company is being sponsored
by the University Center Board.
The group will give two performances of the show. This is to provide the plsy to a broader spectrum
of the campus.
The play can be seen at both 10:30
a.m. and at 1 p.m.
Both peifoiuiancee of the plsy
will be presented in the Hiram
Brock Auditorium of the Coatee Administration Building. The event is
free and open to the public.

Our G^isritiitibi
was bornoutofacaoophony
rfoxi^ering^ooes.
But tpdWthe freedom of
speech that remains the hallmark
of our Constitution may be
threatened.
The NAAAF Essay Contest is
designed to emphasize the importance of free speech and open
debate in a vital area.
In his best-selling book, They
Dare to Speak Out: People and
Institutions Confront Israel's
Lobby. formef'Congressman Paul
Findley sounds an alarm: "It is clear
that many Americans do notjeel they
can speak freely on one of the most \
complicated and challenging current
• issues. The Arab-Israeli dispute"
Is he right? What do you think?
,787S m
Full time college and univer*" *
sity students are invited to submit a critical essay of 2.500 words or less
on the subject "The Development of American Middle East Policy: Is
Free Speech Threatened?"
There will be 200 regional winners of $1,000 each and 10 national
winners of an additional $4,000 each.
The contest is sponsored by the NAAA Foundation, a charitable
organization which carries out educational programs on Middle East
subjects
Television commentator Tom Braden serves as Honorary Chairman
of the Selection Committee. Distinguished columnist Carl Rowan is
Awards Chairman.
Send us the coupon for details and entry forms.
Entries must be postmarked by May 31,1987

Please send mr lomplete guideline* and
entry forms

( Mrfr « I imrwm
M*..

TCT

(ampu. Udm*

Send to NAAA Foundation. PO Box 19144.
' Washington. DC 200J6

3ie Startj4&ewatiw

TheNAAA rourdationEssay Contest

Sandwiches A Salads

Commemorating the Anniversary of the Constitution • 200 Years • 200 Winners
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Sports
Colonels set record
in Dogwood Relays

outhits
YSU

By Mike Marse*
Sport, editor
Win. all look the same in the
standing., but Coach Jim Ward
hop*, hi. baaeball team's 11-7
defeat of Youngstown State University Sunday at Turkey Hughes
Field ian't typical of the Colonels
Pfey.
The Colonel, found out how difficult staying motivated against an
inferior opponent can be as they
overcame an early deficit, then
"coasted'' to their 20th win of the
season, according to Ward.
"We played good when we were
behind, but once we got the lead we
just coasted." said Ward. "They
(the players) weren't any more
satisfied than I was."
The game started out on a sour
note for starting pitcher Jeff Cruse
and the Colonels as the second battar of the game, John DiPiore, hit
e home run to right field.
Second baseman Joel Brennan
then reached baae on Frank
Kremblas' error, which opened the
door for two more Penguin runs.
The Colonels started the road
back in the bottom of the first inning when Scott Privitera hit a long
ball to left field for his seventh home
run of the season.
Privitera, who was two-for-four
with three RBIs and is third on the
team with a .414 average, said there
is a big difference in hut play since
last season.
"Last year, I was inconsistent at
the plate," he said. "This year, it's
just totally opposite. I worked hard
in the off season to get where lam."
In the second inning, Robert
Moore drove in his 31st run of the
year, scoring Dale Davia
The Colonels essentially put the
game away in the third, in which
they had seven run. and six hits
while caahing in four of
Youngstown'a six errors.

By MikeMareee
4 x 800 relay at this meet, the ColSport, editor
onels' team was second with a time
The university's women's track of 8:47.33.
team broke its own record Saturday
Pam RagUn placed third in the
in the 4 x 200-meter relay at the 1.500-run with her time of 4:22.48,
Dogwood Relays in Knoxville, and Humphrey waa third in the
Tenn.
100-hurdlea in 13.31 seconds.
The Colonels' team of Charmaine
The men's 4 x 200 team placed seByer, Jackie Humphrey, Karen cond in that event, running .26
Robinson and Sherry Clark sat a seconds behind the leader, in
meet record in the 4 x 200 with its 1:26.30.
time of 1 minute, 37.73 seconds.
Meanwhile, the 4 x 400 team ran
The old record, set April 12, 1986, its event in 8:18.62 to place sixth.
waa 1:38.06.
Coach Rick Erdmann said man's
The women's team also placed team, also ran wall in the sprint
high in several other events, in- medley and 4 x 100 relays, but bad
cluding the 4 x 100 relay, in which baton exchanges put the Colonel,
the Colonels placed third in 46.56 out of the running.
seconds.
Erdmann said he was pleased
A women'a relay team also finish- overall with the way the Colonels
ed third in the 4 x 400 in 3:46.16, stacked up against larger schools in
and in the first running of the the meet, which featured about

Team signs Pulaskistar

Progress photo/Rodney Ross

Richmond's Jeff Cruse delivers for the Colonels.
Shortstop Marc Siemer scored bill, winning 16-6 and 10-3.
Tim Redmon and Bobby Scannell
Rusty Clark and Sam Holbrook
on a single to put the Colonels up. were the winning pitchers. Siemer,
He and Davia later scored on Privitera and Redman each had
Privitera's double.
home run. for the Colonels.
Privitera scored on a pair of erThe team will travel to the
rors, and the second of Ron Pec- University of Akron this weekend to
zoni's three bite started the Colonels face the Zips in s series th.t will go
on a drive that would net two more a long way in deriding the North
runs.
Division title.
After his early troubles. Cruse
The Zip. are also undefeated in
cruised to the complete-game win to the OVC, and the winner of the divigo to 6-2. He struck out eight bat- sion will host the OVC tournament
ters while showing five earned runs May 7-9.
and nine hits.
"Akron's playing good ball," said
The Colonels' overall record im- Privitera. "We've got to take one
proved to 20-10-1. They bold a 4-0 geme at a time."
Ohio Valley Conference slate.
"We've done well in the past up
Starter Dave Zelasco, who left there, but we can't ride on that.
after just 2W innings, took the loss
The Colonels will not face Akron
for the Penguins, who fell to 4-11 in Richmond. A scheduled threeoverall and 0-3 in the league.
game series was canceled two weeks
• • •
ago because of snow.
Sunday's win completed a threegame Colonel sweep of Youngstown.
The Colonels took s Saturday twin

2.000 athletes.
For example, in the women's
4 x 200 win, the team defeated runners from Michigan State University, Temple University, West
Virginia University. Western II:
Unois University and the University of Michigan.
"It's amazing," Erdmann said,
"All the event, are very toughEverything was very high-quality.
"For a program like our., we were
keeping pretty feat company."
The teams will make the short trip
to Lexington this weekend to com
pete in the Kentucky Relays at the
University of Kentucky's Shively
Sports Center.
"The event, are more distance
oriented," Erdmann said. "In the
things we're going to enter, I expect
to be very competitive."

By MikeMareee
Sports editor
The university's women's basketball team ha. landed one recruit in
the current national nigning period,
while the men signed a junior college
player to raise its total number of
recruit, to two.
Kelly Cowan, a 6-9 guard-forward
from Ferguson, confirmed her intent
to join the Lady Colonels Monday
after selecting the university from
three finalist..
Cowan averaged 19.1 point, per
game in her senior season at Pulaski
County High School. She was named to The CouritrJounia/'a first
team all-state squad and the second
team squad in the Lexington
Hermld-Lemder'a poll.
She has also attained a 3.6 OPA
at Pulaski County.
Lady Colonel assistant coach

Kathy Barnard called Cowan "an
excellent shooter," and said Cowan
will work this summer to improve
her consistency from the outside.
"She's a very fundamentally
smart player and she is fairly
quick," Barnard added. "We feel she
will give added depth to our team.
"She's not just a shooter, she's a
scorer."
The men's team last week signed
one of the top junior college players
in Texas, Darren O'Bryant, to a
letter-of-intent.
O'Bryant, a 6-2, 190-pound
swingman, helped lead his team at
Ranger Junior College in Ranger,
Texas, to a 26-6 record last season.
O'Bryant averaged 16.2 point.
per game and shot 68 percent from
the field. He will be expected to help
make up for the loss to graduation
of guard Antonio Parria.

He waa a first team all-conference
player the past two ssaaona and »
first team all-region player last year.
O'Bryant joins 64 Mike Smith of
Detroit, who signed with the CqJonels last fall. Smith was named to
the third team all-city squad in his
senior season.
• • •
Suzanne Walker, a 17-year-old
from Seymour, Ind, has signed a
letter of intent with the women's
track team.
-".'_
Walker competed in both cross
country and track at Seymour High
School. She finished third in tie
state mast in the 800-meter dash.
"We're looking for Suzanne to
help us in cross country in the fall
end aha has quite a bit of potential,
for the middle distance events and
relays in track," said Colonels' assistant coach Tim Moore.

BY-PASS next to Holiday Inn
LARGE SELECTION-LOW PRICES
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Doubles team
pairs for wins
Bj SttTt FlofHM
SUff writer

When Chris Smith graduated
from the man's tennis team last
year, he left behind Scott Patrick
and Todd Hammonds, two players
who had teamed with him in doubles
match—.
They were both without partner*.
so it seemed only logical they be
paired together. What is surprising
is the fact they now comprise the
No 1 doubles team, and they are 3 1
against Ohio Valley Conference
foes.
"We're starting to work together
better on the court," said Patrick.
"We're just now starting to get as
s team and I am happy with the way
we are playing.
"Playing together as a team has
helped us become better friends,"
Patrick added. "Being friends helps
us relax and not get too intense on
the court."
"W«'v« been friends since we
met," Hammonds said. "But playing'aa a team has made us closer in
a Way. We help each other. If one of
us had a bad attitude the other can
help him out by rojii|>wiiimiiiig him
or. trying to ass what the other is doing wrong.
"What we want to do is try to
play like one," Hammonds continued. "If we can do that we can be
more consistent and win."
Patrick plays in the No. 2 singles
position, while Hammonds is the
No. 8 seed. Playing sinsjrm snd
doubles provides s challenge to both
players.
"I like it," Patrick said. "Playing
both gives you a change of pace and
you won't get burned out on either
singles or doubles."
"There is no problem (with playing both),'' Hammonds said. "I do

feel more comfortable with doubles
though, I've played it the most of
my tennis days. It is nice to have
someone to rely on snd motivate
you."
"Doublee is a more exciting
game." Patrick said. "The matches
•re more fast-paced and have a lot
of action."
Both athletes agree Murray State
University remains the team to beat
this year in the Ohio Valley Conference, but they say the Colonels
have a good shot at second place.
"Murray is a deep team with good
players," Hammonds said. "If our
whole team gets motivated and
plays up to potential we could beat
them."
"Murray has been dominant for
about eight years, but we've got a
good chance to end up in second
place," Patrick said.
As a doubles team, Patrick and
Hammonds expect to have a good
year. "By the time the conference
rolls around I think ws have a pretty good chance at winning,'' Patrick
said. "We've had a doss match with
Murray and ws beat Austin Peay."
"We have also played well against
UK's doubles team, who are highly
ranked in the nation." Hammonds
added. "If we can keep out intensity we can do really well against the
better teams."
But because this is their first year
together, the pair may not make the
list of the top 100 doublee teams in
the nation.
"I don't think we can make it happen this year," Patrick said. "We
won't play in ««v?ugh tournaments
this year to get ranked up there.
"We have played some against
top teams though. We lost in a close
match to the No. 3 team in the nation and I think we are as good as

Women sweep
Marshall, fall
to Bobcats

Progress photo/Rodney Roes

Scott Patrick prepares to return the ball.
some of the lower ranked teams. If
we can play in more tournaments
next year I believe we will get ranked up in the top 100."
Hammonds, a junior business major from Lexington, hopes to play
pro tennis after graduating. "Most
guys play a pro circuit in Kentucky.
I might play in that or maybe play
in Europe. That would help my
game a lot"
"I do want to play professionally," Patrick said, "I think a couple
of other guys on the team, as well
as me, will try to play the circuit
just to see if we can make it or not."
Hammonds, 21, started playing
tennis at age 6, and at 8 began to
play competitively.

Sportlights
Camp planned

Football slate set

The university's men's basketball
team has scheduled its annual day
camp for June 22-26 at Alumni
Coliseum.
For more information or a camp
brochure, call assistant coach Rob
Long at 622-2124 or 622-3654.

The university's football team has
announced ita tentative schedule for
the 1987 season. The slate will
feature five games st Hanger Field.
Here is the list of games already
set: Sept. 12, at TennesseeChattanooga; Sept. 19, Marshall;
Sept. 26. at Central Florida; Oct. 3.

BAR A

Western Kentucky (homecoming);
Oct. 10, Murray State and;
Oct. 17, at Middle Tennessee; Oct.
24, at Youngstown State; Oct. 31,
Austin Peay; Nov. 7, at Tennessee
Tech and Nov. 21. at Morehead
State.
The Colonels plan to add one
home game on Sept. 6 or Nov. 14.

Every

GRILLE

BAR « W GRILL*

THURSDAY, FRIDAY
and
•2 for 1 Mugs, Cans, Well & Calls 7-10*
»

•Patio Specials Nitely*
•No Cover Before 8 pm*

"After s few years I burned out
though because I played so much.
I took it up again a couple of years
later but wasn't recruited by any
college." Hammonds found a borne
at the university though snd is now
on half-scholarship
While Hammonds came from only 26 miles away, it was a much
longer road to the university for his
partner.
"My family moved from California after my mother's death. I had
wanted to go to school out there,
but didn't want to be the only family member out there," said Patrick.
Patrick attended the prestigious
Nick Bolliettiri Tennis Academy is
Brsdenton, Fla. "We had classes
from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.. then
we played tennis from 1:30 to 6
every afternoon for nine wMwitJie out
of the year." Patrick was at the
academy from 10th grade to
graduation.
"A guy who taught me tennis wss
here at the university snd encouraged me to come here," Patrick said.
"So this is where I ended up."

By Mika Manes
Sports MB tor
The women's tennis team split s
pair of matches over the weekend,
sweeping Marshall University 9-0
before losing 7-2 st Ohio University.
"Ws really played some good tennis," said Coach Sandy Martin.
The Colonels got nine two-set
wins in the Friday match at Mar
shall, including top-seeded Pam
Wise's 6-1,6-3 win over Kim Miller.
No. 2 sssd Laura Heseelbrock
defeated Tammy Weisberg 6-1, 6-1.
No. 3 Dee Cannon took a 6-0, 6-2 win
over Michelle Hensley and Tina
Perusal the No. 6 seed, won over
Lesley North 6-3. 6-0.
In doubles play, Hesselbrock and
Bedde Mark defeated Marshall's
No. 2 team. Hensley and Debbi
McGraw 6-2, 6-0. and Trad Parrella
and Tina Cate took a 6-1. 6-0 decision over North snd Jennifer Boy d
Against Ohio, Wise claimed the
only singlsB win with bar 6-1.2-6,7-6
defeat of Jenni Blachert, while Wise
teamed with Cannon for a 7-6, 6-4
win over Mary Novak and Polly
Gray in the No. 1 doublee match.
The win for the No. 1 team was
the first over the Bobcats in the last
four matches between the two
schools.
"Pam Wise played some of the
toughest tennis I' ve seen this year,"
Martin said, pointing out the fact
that Ohio had switched its topseeded player since last facing the
Colonels.
"We still played them pretty

close," she said. Martin said
Hesselbrock also played perhaps her
best game of the year, while thirdseeded Cannon played wall "ia
spurts."
"Her mental aide of the game is
lacking right now." Martin said of
Cannon.
The women play thee- final home
match of the season at 11 am
Saturday against Northern Kentucky University at the Martin Hall
Courts.
• • •
The men's team suffered successive liafaats Friday and Saturday
to conference opponents Murray
State University and Austin Peay
State University.
Murray handed the Colonels an
8-1 loss, while the Governors won
7-2.
Coach Tom Higgins said the two
schools were easily the most powerful in the Ohio Valley Conference
because each gives five full scholarships to man's tennis.
"It's just like the football team
competing with Ohio State," he
said. "You play them as well as you
can, but eventually it'a going to
catch up with you."
"We just didn't get much done."
Higgins said the play of Scott
Patrick and Todd Hammonds, the
No. 1 doublee team, remained good
over the weekend.
"If there was a bright spot, it wss
at one doubles," be said.
That team, along with the No. 3
team, holds a 3-1 OVC record.

Coaches aid Marshall team
FT ogress staff report
Doug Bonk arranged for the MarThe university's track team and shall runners to stay in Alumni
its coaches played the role of the Coliseum.
Good Samaritan Saturday after the
But university security officials
Marshall University teem van broke objected, snd the runners were
down in Richmond while returning eventually lodged in Keens Hall
from the Dogwood Relays in KnoxMeanwhile. Bonk donated $160 he
ville, Term.
had won in a Pikeville road race for
Because the van couldn't be meal money for the Marshall runrepaired until the next day. Colonel ners, who had no money remaining
assistant coaches Tim Moore and from their trip.
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Smitha seeks career in golf Formalities
add to appeal
of golf, tennis
B, John Whitlock
Stall writer

With a keen eye and a sure
strike. Stove Smitha has become
an important member of the
univeraity'a men's golf team.
Smitha,
a
21-year-old
marketing major from Madiaon.
Ind., aaid he became interested in
golf at an early age.
"I guess I was in the seventh
grade the first time I played. All
I did waa play the game once and
I was hooked on it, "Smiths said.
Both baseball and golf interested Smitha in high school,
but one sport had to prevail.
"I waa really into baseball, but
I couldn't play both because they
■re both summertime sports.'' he
aaid. "I decided on golf because
I'DI better golfer than baseball
player."
Although Madison High
School waa small. Smiths s team
perfumed well in the Indiana
tournaments the four years he
waa there.
"My junior year, we placed
ninth in the state. To me, that
waa amaning. The school had a
very email program in those
day a," Smitha aaid.
The honors Smitha has won include titles from several small
tournaments in Indiana.
"I've won a few amateur tournaments and a couple of invitational tournaments," Smitha
said.
Although the university
wasn't Smiths'* first choice of

schools, it is where he feels moat
at home.
"I waa going to a small state
college in Georgia, but things
weren't working out there the
way they should have," he aaid.
"I waa contacted by Coach
(Lew) Smithar and ha told me all
about the program here. I knew
that it was a young program, but
I felt that I would fit in here better than I waa in Georgia.
Smitha transferred here in the
fall of 1986.
Smitha said the Colonels have
the ability to win the Ohio Valley
Conference title once again
But he agrees with his coach in
aaying golf ia more a
psychological game than a
physical one, and the team could
use some work in that area.
This year, we have aa much
talent aa anyone in our conference, ' he said "It s like Coach
Smither says - golf ia 96 percent
mental and we aren't doing as
well aa we could.
"The key to winning in golf is
the mental outlook," Smitha added. "It also seems that we will
have a really good round and
then we won't be able to sustain
our strength into the other
rounds."
Even in his spare time, Smitha
ia still involved with golf.
"In the summer months, when
I'm not playing, I work at the pro
shop at the golf course in
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Steve Smitha follows the flight of a tee shot.
like to make his skills at golf pay
off in another fashion besides
helping
his
team
win
tournaments.
"I would like to become a pro
at a golf course,'" be aaid. "It

Madison," he aaid.

In the future, Smitha would

would allow me to do the things
that I enjoy while I get paid for
it.
"I could also help out the
young players and I think I
would like that a great deal"

Golfers finish 7th at Marshall
By Mike Ms
Sparta editor

The university's golf team finished in a tie for seventh place in last
weekend's Marshall Invitational at
Huntington, W Vs.
The Colonels posted a score of 907
to tie with Bowling Green State
University.
The two schools finished 30
strokes behind champion Ohio State
University, which won with an 877.
Purdue University finished just
ahead of the Colonels in sixth with
a score of 906.
The schools placing second
through fifth were Miami (Ohio)
University, Marshall University,
the University of Kentucky and

Kent State University.
Coach Lew Smither said although
he would like to have seen the Colonels finish higher, he waa pleased
with their efforts
"I was satisfied overall with our
performance," Smither aaid. "But
I'd like to have been in the top
three."
Bruce Oldendick led his Colonel
teammates with a 221, shooting
rounds of 70, 74 and 77 to finish
ninth in the overall individual
standings.
Oldendick's first-round score of 70
was the lowest single-round score
among Colonel players.
Steve Smitha followed Oldendick
with rounds of 76, 76 and 78 for a

total score of 229.
Tom Klenke overcame a firstround 79 with rounds of 76 and 77
in the final two days of play to finish
at 232, and John Diana fired a 74,
81 and 77 for a 232 total
Finally, Ron Quammen shot 79.
76 and 83 for the tournament for a
237 total to round out the Colonels'
scoring.
This weekend, the Colonels will
participate in what Smither has call
ed their most important tournament
of the season, a three-day event at
Ohio State University.
"It's basically about the same
teams," Smither aaid, comparing
the field to the Marshall
Invitational.

But he aaid the difference in the
two tournaments lies in the fact the
Ohio State course may be the
toughest the Colonels will play this
"It's a much more difficult
course," Smither said, adding it waa
longer and more rf»minHing than
other courses, and tougher to putt
as well.
He also cited tight fairways and
tall roughs aa contributors to the
difficulty of the Columbus, Ohio,
course.
But Smither remains optimistic
about the Colonels' chances for a
high finish.
"If we play our game, we can
finish well,'' he said.

Sales Reps Needed

There's something about formal
occasions that make many of us nervous. Whether it'a a high school
prom, a wedding or some other
traditional ceremony, the thought of
being on our beat behavior doesn't
sit well with many of us.
Yet the same such formalities ex
ists in some of the country's most
popular sports, and we don't seem
to mind at all.
For Instance, consider the grand
old game of golf. It's a simple game
in principle, but the attention to
detail and regularity is »mwing
Players begin at specified times in
tournaments and in regular play on
busy courses. They remain within
the same group of two to four
players for the entire round; and the
groups playing ahead of them and
behind them never change. There is
no jumping line.
And although no two golf courses
are ever alike, the ground rules used from place to place vary little.
You almost always know where you
stand.
When a player is finished with his
round, he must sign a scorecard and
present it to officials. For though
millions of people saw every shot on
television, they have to be sure.
But the lords of golf, particularly
on the pro ca-cuit. can be a picky lot
attimea.
One of my favorite stories
concerning player disqualifications
involves the player who lost a ball
on the course, only to find out it was
his last ball.
Tourney officials wouldn't let him
go to the clubhouse for more, so he
had to go home. Life is hard.
But regardless of the rules, folks
still flock to public and private
courses to play a game that ia easy
to learn but so hard to master.
Another huge participantory
sport is tennis, called the sport of
kings.
Drop by a group of tennis courts
for a while and you will hear very little noise execpt the sound of the
players' motions.
Tennis is an incredibly quiet
sport, perhaps to a fault. Fans are
hushed before each serve at professional events. Concentration is
crucial to good tennis.
So if these sports are so formalized, what could possibly make them

Out in left field

Mike Marsee

so appealing to the masses?
I suspect it is their order that
makes them so popular with so
many people. As mentioned earlier.
you always know where you stand.
The madness that sometimes
prevails in basketball or baseball or
football or some other sport just
isn't here.
Everyone is expected to behave
like a lady or a gentleman, and for
the moat part, they do. Occasional
outbursts of rage, though they tend
to excite the fans' interest, are
usually greeted by officials with
stem looks and words of warning.
Perhaps the English knew
something when they developed
these civilized games. Maybe they
saw a need for a form of athletic
competition that would be ruled
with some sort of order.
For aa long as there are men (and
women) who behave like barbarians
while on the basketball court or
football or soccer field, there will be
others who prefer to escape to a
more peaceful game where there ia
little danger of seeing one's own
blood.
Of course, it is not uncommon for
people to participate in or watch
both kinds of sports. This seems to
testify to the belief that than ia a
time and place for everything, even
on the playing fields.

Team to play
in Corbin Friday
Progieaa stiff report
The univeraity'a football team will
hold an intraaquad scrimmage at 2
p.m. Saturday at Corbin High
School.
The game will be sponsored by the
Redhound Varsity Club of Corbin.
The Colonels will dose spring
practice with the annual MaroonWhite Game at 3 p.m. Friday at
Hanger Field.

Or. Marion Roberts
Optometrist
205 Vi Geri Lane
Richmond,Kentucky 40475
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Paid staff positions open
on The Eastern Progress
for '87-88 school year
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Chance the C oior of Your Eyes * "

Earn college credit and commission while gaining valuable experience working on a
newspaper.
Pick up applications in 117 Donovan Annex. For more information call Marilyn
Bailey at 622-1880 or Steve Lincoln at
622-1872.
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Member c.
Kentucky Optomelric Association
and
American optomelric Association.
Certified in Contact Lenses
by the
Natonal Research foundation

Member of
Section on Contact Lenaea
dlSO of
The American Optomelric Association

THE CONTACT LENS CENTER
205 Vt Geri Lane
Richmond.. Ky 40475
623-6C43
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